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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this action research was to analyze my own teaching in relation to the InTASC
Model Core Teaching Standards, with a specific focus on Standard #2 learner differences,
Standard #7 planning for instruction and Standard #4, content knowledge. From these standards
and my philosophy of education, I identified three research questions regarding my own teaching
practice: (1) How do I differentiate in my lesson plans and instructional activities to respond to
diverse student needs? (2) How does my teaching reflect a gradual release of responsibility? And
(3) what is my preferred language teaching method? I conducted thematic analysis of formal
lesson plans, observer feedback and rubrics, a reflective journal, and miscellaneous data that
arose during collection, such as student feedback. Results and discussion indicated growth over
the course of the year in my ability to differentiate and release responsibility for learning to
students while proficiency-oriented instruction that balanced meaning and form emerged as my
preferred language method. I also found a general preference for the Natural Approach of the
Somos Spanish curriculum compared to the Communicative Approach of the Realidades
curriculum. Additional goals that arose for future action research were differentiating up for
higher-ability levels, data-guided instruction and diversity of assessments, and professional
development on new language methods.
Keywords: action research, differentiation, gradual release of responsibility, proficiencyoriented instruction, Realidades, Somos.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
A Tale of Two Learning Theories
In Saugus, Massachusetts, high school physics teacher Jim Carter holds up a lightbulb in
front of his class. For a lightbulb to work, he explains, electricity must flow in a closed circuit up
through the base of the bulb, through the filament, and back down and out the side of the base.
Electrical circuits are, essentially, loops. As he lectures, his students listen and examine a
lightbulb of their own. Afterwards, they are given an array of materials — a battery, wires,
clamps, and a board with built-in lightbulb stands and coils — for a hands-on opportunity to
create a circuit and light a series of bulbs. The students are successful, Mr. Carter spends the next
month teaching on concepts in electricity, and students pass the end-of-unit assessment as
evidence of student learning.
However, a month after the lightbulb activity, one of Mr. Carter’s top students, Jennifer,
is asked to draw and describe how to light a bulb using a battery and wire. She states that one
would need to connect the battery to the lightbulb with the wire, but then hesitates and asks
where the extra materials are. When asked to elaborate on why she needs them, she confesses she
does not know, only that the lightbulb will not work otherwise. She attempts to make a circuit,
but fails to get the bulb to light, instead notably making the same errors she had made in a
previous interview one month prior, before Mr. Carter’s lesson on the lightbulb.
This lesson was in 1997 and was filmed in the Minds of Our Own docuseries. Nearly
thirty years later, not much has changed. These kinds of lessons, where teachers attempt to
transmit their knowledge to passive learners by telling them is prevalent in classrooms around
the country. As Mr. Carter said, “[Students] can give you back what you gave them, but they
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can’t take it beyond necessarily because they didn’t really understand, and grasp, and internalize
the concept.” Students maintain erroneous beliefs even when followed by a hands-on experience
to reinforce taught concepts because they did not fundamentally understand and integrate the
information. There is a cognitive disconnect.
This transmission model of learning still dominates modern public education. Such a
model is underpinned by the traditional school narratives of efficiency, performance, and
standardization that arose from the scientific management of industrial factories and
experimental models of operation (Smith, 1998). There is a misguided belief that we can learn
quickly and efficiently through the simple rote memorization of information. The transmission
model prioritizes breadth of learning over depth, ultimately sacrificing both as students forget the
majority of the concepts that were covered and have only a shallow understanding of the fraction
they retained. Teachers are pressed for time, having to teach to the test and move on. Meanwhile,
students are left with misunderstandings and incorrect ideas even if they know the right answer
for the exam. Moreover, subjects are seemingly unrelated and lack the meaning that naturally
arises from real world context. The stunning breadth of human knowledge is isolated from its
natural context and crammed into students' minds through direct instruction, sacrificing depth
and coherence in the process. The narrative of breadth versus depth and, consequently, rote
memorization and learned passivity instead of higher-order thinking, is problematic. Students are
woefully unequipped for the 21st century economic demands of problem-solving, creativity,
critical thinking, and collaboration, among others, let alone critically participating in a healthy
democracy.
The transmission model would fall under what author, psycholinguist, and Harvard
professor Frank Smith (1998) deems the official theory of learning. The official theory of
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learning requires individual effort, memorization, and testing. Learning is hard, and it is shortly
accompanied by inevitably forgetting much of what was “learned.” As demonstrated by German
psychologist Hermann Ebbinghaus, we can memorize a great deal of nonsense, but the
consequence of such rote memorization is rapid decay (Smith, 1998). The learning and forgetting
curves are two sides to the same slope. Smith (1998) contrasts the official theory with the
classical theory of learning. He argues that learning is an effortless, boundless, social activity and
it is happening all the time. We learn from the company we keep, and such company takes many
forms, be it parents, peers, or books. The resultant classical learning has always been continual,
effortless, subconscious, and permanent. Learning is not hard and there is no forgetting. It is
achieved without awareness through observation, imitation, and modeling as well as interaction
with influential peers and adults, who can mentor us in new areas and incorporate what we learn
into our mental model of the world.
In Smith’s words (1998), "the word education was once largely synonymous with
experience [and] learning was what happened as a consequence of rich and varied experience…"
(p. 74). Students bring vast funds of knowledge to the classroom as they have learned all their
lives before stepping foot into a school building. For ages, people have learned through full
immersion in an experience, especially alongside a more knowledgeable other to guide them.
Going fishing with a friend or making a family recipe with grandma is far more impactful and
memorable than being told about it. And as we cast our line or mix the batter, the person next to
us might show us how to do it, give us advice, and encourage us and, soon enough, we can do it
on our own. Or we might flounder and simply figure it out as we go through trial and error, in
much the same way I learned at ten years old that half a teaspoon of baking soda is, in fact, an
essential ingredient in banana bread. We are learning, we are enjoying it, and we may not even
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realize it. There was once a narrative that education is experience, but then it became
institutionalized. Experience fell out of favor to be replaced by systematic instruction, which was
“the systematic deprivation of experience,” (Smith, 1998, p. 48). The official theory came to
replace the classical theory of learning.
According to the classical theory, we do not forget what we learned, but that which we
did not understand, and thus never truly learned (Smith, 1998). Understanding comes from
experience. Indeed, our entire reality as we perceive it is a whole-body experience, one that is
constructed on a subjective, personal internal model. Sensory input is constructed into something
recognizable in our head. That is not to say that each human being is living a vastly different
reality, but rather that experience shapes our reality and no one person has the same lived
experiences. Look at optical illusions for example, such as the Necker cube or artist Sandro del
Prete’s “Message d’Amour des Dauphins.” In the latter, adults likely see a pair of lovers
embracing whereas young children are apt to see the nine jumping dolphins in the negative space
or even just a bottle. They do not yet have a schema for that kind of physical intimacy. Through
the lens of innocence, the image of the couple is rendered meaningless and children likely
perceive nothing more than dolphins or swirling mist. Children and adults receive the same
sensory input, but how they interpret it is influenced by their internal model. The world around
us, our culture, and our experiences can provide us with different perspectives. Someone who
had never heard of dolphins or seen a glass jar would be hard-pressed to make something of the
image. That or they would apply their own knowledge and understanding to make sense of what
they were seeing.
For this reason, the transmission model, based on the official view of learning, is
ineffective. We are all familiar with the writing adage “show, don’t tell” because showing
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something, appealing to all the reader’s senses, relating to their lived experiences, and fostering
personal, emotional connections with the content, is far more meaningful than simply stating
something. That is not to say that lecturing and direct instruction cannot be an effective teaching
strategy. For instance, if an adult was looking at the above optical illusion and failed to see the
dolphins, someone else could highlight one and point it out to them, such as where the tail
begins, or count out all nine of them and help them make sense of the image. To be effective,
direct instruction must make sense, it must be understood, and it must connect with the prior
knowledge and experiences of the learner for them to learn and retain it. Learning must be
contextualized. It must be meaningful.
Heads-On Learning
Thus, learning is understanding and experience, and experience is only meaningful if we
further process and connect with what we perceive. As Kings College professor Rosalind Driver
said, learning is “not just a matter of having hands-on experience, it’s important to have heads-on
experience as well,” (Schneps, 1997, 9:25). Students need to make sense of the information they
receive and manipulate. They need to be mentally stimulated and engaged. In a “heads-on,”
student-centered learning environment, teachers serve more as facilitators who direct students’
attention, encourage them to have a “heads-on” experience, and press for new and critical ways
of thinking. Children have minds of their own that have been developing theories to make sense
of the world around them since the day they were born. As we navigate our daily environments,
we need to be convinced that we understand how the world around us works and that we are on
the right track, so to speak, which potentially leads to fallible heuristics and confirmation bias to
avoid cognitive dissonance. These biases in thinking make changing beliefs hard. We cannot
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simply be told something is true, we need to experience it and test it for ourselves, especially
because scientific truths can often appear illogical on the surface and contradict our intuition.
Take a different scenario, the dark room experiment, for instance. From experience,
adolescent students believe that their eyes will eventually adjust to total darkness because their
definition of total darkness is relative, and they have not experienced a genuine pitch-black
environment. Students entered the dark room and were asked if they could see the apple that had
been placed in there. Five minutes passed. Then ten. The students could not see the apple in
complete darkness and yet, even after that experience, many students still believed that it was
just a matter of time until they could. Their experiences with sight biased their expectations and
therefore, they had a fundamentally incorrect understanding of how vision operates. Not only do
students need to have experiences that challenge their thinking, but they also need to then
process and reflect on that experience for a change in cognition to occur.
Embodied Cognition: Meaning from Lived Experience
The term “heads-on” versus “hands-on” learning is more appropriate because it better
captures the idea that sensory input and experience need to be meaningfully processed and
organized in the mind for learning to occur. TED speaker Tesia Marshik, in debunking learning
styles, stated that we store information based on meaning rather than sensory mode. Therefore,
incorporating more modes makes a lesson more meaningful rather than trying to target a specific
one because we are purportedly visual or kinesthetic learners. It is interesting that the myth of
learning styles persists given that the information processing theory, or levels-of-processing
theory, precedes it. One of the key ideas is that only sensory input that is attended to and
processed in any kind of meaningful way beyond rehearsal makes it into long-term memory.
Thus, we knew well before learning styles that meaning, and not sensory modality, was the key
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to learning and remembering. And meaning comes from context, practice, and making
connections to prior knowledge.
Take the popular, but simplified, “brain as a computer” analogy from the same cognitive
theory. The long-term storage or memory could be conceptualized as a file folder system where
incoming information is made meaningful, connected to past information, and neatly categorized
and tucked away into subfolder, within another subfolder, within another, and so on and so forth.
However, learning is not that neat. In fact, it is a messy, complex web, though no less organized.
The file folder metaphor would perhaps be more accurate if those subfolders were copied into an
innumerable number of other folders or, even better, as one massive Venn diagram with multiple
overlapping circles. Those circles represent schemas, which contain concepts, or mental
groupings of similar objects and events, and the concepts we have learned over time connect
with various others to form a web (Ormrod, 2019).
More accurately, and importantly, those webs of interconnected understanding physically
manifest as neuronal cell assemblies. As linguist George Lakoff said, all thought is physical.
Cognition is embodied, meaning that our environment and physiological responses to it influence
how we think and the circuits we activate (McNerney, 2011). Neuronal circuits group
connections, with continued neural recruitment creating stronger synapses and eventually
permanent circuits, resulting in automatic, unconscious learning. Merely by living and doing –
experiencing – we activate neurons and build and strengthen circuits. Neural binding connects
schemas and, depending on what we are looking for or interacting with in our environment,
different bodies of knowledge are called upon.
I liken the building of neuronal webs to cross country skiing. I went once with my family
on a fresh powder day where the snow came up past our knees. Fortunately for me, my brother
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led the way and plowed through the untouched snow, and for every person that followed, the trail
was that much easier to glide along on. The connections in neuronal webs are much the same. A
preliminary experience establishes the connections between neurons and then repeated
experiences activate the same circuits, making them more ingrained and automatic each time. It
is Hebbian learning and, as the saying goes, neurons that fire together wire together.
We want those strong connections and overlap, which is what whole-body, heads-on
learning promotes. This type of learning forms connections among various regions of the brain
and fires them up every time we experience something. Neo-Piagetian researcher Robbie Case
theorized that people possess central conceptual structures, “integrated networks of concepts and
cognitive processes that form the basis for much of children’s thinking, reasoning, and learning
in particular areas" (Ormrod, 2019, p. 302). The more senses we target, the more connections we
can make, “increasing integration and multidimensional reasoning over time” (Ormrod, 2019, p.
302), which ultimately leads to greater understanding and advanced cognition. In essence, we
need to strive for repeated authentic, multisensory learning experiences in the classroom. In
doing so, students activate more schemas and prior knowledge, make more cognitive
connections, and hardwire learning into their mind. The more authentic contexts and reflective
experiences we can create for students in the classroom, the more hands-on, heads-on learning
will take place.
From Theory to Practice
Teaching in a way that is meaningful and experiential means adopting a student-centered
approach. Smith’s (1998) classical theory of learning would draw from the sociocognitive and
cognitive theories and constructivism. Emerging evidence in neuroscience supports the cognitive
theory levels-of-processing model while the idea of heads-on learning is consistent with both that
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and constructivism (Ormrod, 2019). Students must actively construct knowledge for themselves,
not only in a physical, hands-on manner, but also by engaging in meaningful, heads-on
experiences that connect and fundamentally shape their existing understanding of the world. The
main implications for teaching from the cognitive theory of learning is that students need to
make connections between prior knowledge and new information, form relationships between
ideas, and engage in repetition and review of information to better consolidate knowledge.
Information is better retained when it is relevant to students’ lives and they make the connections
themselves. Lecturing without connecting to students’ prior knowledge and current reality, as
well as promoting shallow rehearsal to perform on standardized assessments is ineffective and
quickly leads to forgetting. It additionally exacerbates disengagement and prioritizes compliance
over critical thinking. Learning needs to be meaningful to be understood otherwise it is lost.
What is occurring outside of a student’s mind in their environment is equally important
and influential on the level of processing that occurs within. Perhaps most important are the
people in that environment. From the sociocognitive perspective, we can learn vicariously
through observing and imitating models, particularly if those models are competent, prestigious,
and powerful (Ormrod, 2019). Teachers and peers double as influential reinforcers and models.
Teachers can direct instruction, model how to make those connections, and structure activities to
guide students to new understandings, but the learning is still student-centered. Sociocognitive
and cognitive theory teaching strategies include providing visuals, thinking aloud to model
reasoning and thought processes, using advance organizers to activate prior knowledge and fire
up circuits in anticipation of new concepts, and creating concept maps to organize and connect
information. Guided discussion and interaction with peers can also help students verbalize and
process what they learned to develop and cement connections (Ormrod, 2019).
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In contrast with the teacher-centered transmission model, which positions teachers as the
sole repositories and transmitters of knowledge, constructivism positions them as facilitators and
mentors. Teachers guide students to knowledge and let them experience it to construct their own
understandings. Constructivism is comprised of Vygotsky’s sociocultural learning and Piaget’s
discovery learning, both of which emphasize the social nature of learning and the value of adult
mentors and peers. In a constructivist classroom, learning is a social, student-centered pursuit,
much like Smith’s (1998) boundless, apprenticeship-style classical view of learning. Piaget’s
developmental view posits that learning stems from natural inquiry, peer interaction, and
neurological maturation. As children develop and interact with their environment, they encounter
new information that they either assimilate into pre-existing schemas or form new schemas to
accommodate it. Interaction with peers is of particular importance as children are more willing to
challenge their opinions and share and reevaluate their own (Ormrod, 2019). Thus, structured
group work and inquiry-based or project-based learning are key constructivist strategies.
Equally important is Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory, which stresses the influence of
language, culture, and adult guidance on learning. Vygotsky was less concerned with what a
child could do on their own than with what they could potentially do with added support. Adults
can help children attach meaning to their experiences in a process known as mediated learning
and what children can successfully accomplish is far greater with the support of an adult than on
their own (Ormrod, 2019). Adults, with their greater patience and competence compared to
youth, can scaffold learning through techniques such as modeling, questioning, providing hints,
and giving instructions and feedback, among many others that develop higher-order thinking.
The scaffolding begins to fall away as children become more competent and independent in
completing a task until, eventually, they are capable of completing it independently.
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Piaget’s and Vygotsky’s constructivist theories ultimately come down to a blend of
discovery and collaborative learning. Learning is the result of active construction of knowledge
as individuals explore their environment with the support of peers and adults. Piaget emphasizes
peer interaction in his cognitive developmental perspective while Vygotsky emphasizes adult
guidance in his sociocultural perspective. Both are important and perhaps serve different
functions. Sociocognitive conflict from peer interaction can encourage students to change their
existing views while adult support can help them acquire new, more complex ideas. In both
perspectives, the teacher acts more as a facilitator, scaffolding students in their zone of proximal
development to help them process challenging materials (Vygotsky & Cole, 1978; Ormrod,
2019). Both the developmental and sociocultural view highlight the power of formal education,
with its structured activities and scaffolded peer and adult interaction, to improve abstract
thinking and reasoning abilities.
Teachers can achieve a constructivist, apprenticeship style of instruction through a
gradual release of responsibility. Learning progresses from the teacher-regulated phase, to
supported practice and feedback, to independent student-regulated applications and finally selfevaluation, cultivating the reflection and self-regulation necessary for deeper processing (Buehl,
2017). Aligned with Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development (ZPD), students are challenged
to grow beyond what they are capable of on their own by being provided support and scaffolding
from more knowledgeable others, including their peers. Eventually, the scaffolding falls away
and the central zone, what the learner can do independently, expands. It is like Smith’s (1998)
classical theory of learning in that students learn from those with whom they identify and keep
company.
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Now what is challenging for one student may not be challenging for another. Effective
teaching involves differentiation to meet students where they are at and supports them in their
unique zones of proximal development. A universal design for learning (UDL) can help
accommodate the unique array of learning needs and styles present in every class. UDL
principles revolve around multiple means of engagement, representation, and action and
expression (CAST, 2018). A differentiated, UDL classroom is not only more equitable, but also
more inclusive. It enables a broader range of learners to access the curriculum, engage with it,
and be successful, for both students with and without disabilities who may need varying levels of
accommodations, modifications, and support. UDL builds such scaffolds into the daily structure
of the classroom and the lesson, recognizing the diversity in students and their learning needs. It
gives them more choice and control over their environment, something that all students,
particularly adolescents, need.
Meeting Student Needs
With respect to more choice in schools, I once saw teaching compared to entertaining a
captive audience of adolescents for seven hours a day, 180 days a year. Now, that is a rather
bleak outlook on the profession, but there is some truth to it and to one word in particular:
captive. For those seven hours a day, 180 days a year, students often have very little choice and
control over what they do and when. The fragmented, industrial nature of public secondary
education means that students are rotated between classes where their productivity and focus on
a specific subject is demanded before the bell rings, they get a short break, and then must shift
and prepare for the next period. Even the subjects they take are largely dictated for them, with
only a few choice electives. Smith (1998) pointed out that when people struggle to grasp
something in everyday life, they have the right to ignore it. They are not compelled to focus on
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it, even as their frustration grows and they fail to understand. Yet students are rarely afforded the
same opportunity, at least not without the accompanying failing grade and blow to self-esteem
and competence.
Giving students choice is a powerful motivator. When working as an elementary summer
camp counselor, it was astonishing how effective merely providing a couple of options for
activities was at engaging campers. It also doubles as a behavior prevention and management
strategy by mitigating acting out as a way for campers to exert control over their environment
and activities and by outlining potential consequences of actions and the choices they could
make. Based on those observations and research, I strive to provide choices for students every
day, whether it is how they take notes, who they work with, where they sit, what topic they
research, or what they can do if they finish early. So long as they are responsible and their
choices do not detract from our learning community’s goal, students are welcome to have a say.
Choice gives people agency so that they are in control of their outcomes and not at the whims of
others. It also recognizes students as independent people who are capable of making appropriate
choices, with additional support, consequences, and problem-solving as needed. Moreover,
students are aware of how they learn and the teacher practices that support them. Acknowledging
their voice and autonomy engages them as stakeholders in the learning process and helps
teachers better meet their individual needs.
According to the self-determination theory of motivation, every individual has a basic
psychological need for competence, belonging, and autonomy and meeting these needs is
integral to motivation, especially intrinsic and internalized motivation (Ormrod, 2019). I believe
that some students experience feelings of competence and belonging in our schools, yet few are
rarely afforded autonomy. Schools can often be alienating places for students who do not have
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the supports and social background that the hidden and overt curricula privilege. The hidden
curriculum refers to the implicit norms, values, and behaviors that are unofficially taught and
communicated to students and can potentially disadvantage those from different social and
cultural backgrounds. What has been shown to be key conditions for promoting internalized
motivation are warm, responsive, and supportive environments with a degree of structure and
clear expectations, relevant activities that are important to long-term success, and learner
autonomy with some adult direction (Ormrod, 2019). My goal is for my class to be a learning
community where these conditions are created, and students’ psychological health and wellbeing are met so that they can grow and feel validated and empowered. I do this through
differentiation, scaffolding, and UDL, for instance, which help target students’ needs for
competence while constructivism and collaboration can help students connect with one another. I
am also open and responsive to student feedback, such as through student surveys and class
discussion, to make the learning community and practices effective for them. It is important to
set the foundation at the beginning of the year, outlining clear expectations and procedures and
taking the time to intentionally care and connect with students.
Teaching for Equity and Social Justice
A great deal of hope and expectation surrounds education and teaching. On the one hand,
education is upheld as the great equalizer and teaching as a noble profession, the parent of all
others. It is the path to upward mobility and the pillar of a healthy democracy. On the other hand,
today’s schools have been critiqued as institutions of inequality and compared to prisons. They
cater to middle- and upper-class White students and perpetuate class and racial disparities while
maintaining White cultural hegemony. Such criticism is not without merit. Disadvantaged
students, particularly low-income and students of color, face an achievement gap, or more aptly
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named opportunity debt, because they are denied resources and an equitable, or even equal,
education.
All students, regardless of age, sex, gender, race, ethnicity, ability, sexual orientation,
religion, socioeconomic status — regardless of their many intersecting identities — deserve an
equitable education. An equitable education, unlike an equal education, personalizes teaching
and learning to meet the individual needs of students. In contrast, in fact almost directly opposed
to equity, an equal education proportions a one-size-fits all approach to learning, which
privileges a small percentage of learners and disadvantages the others. Again, like Vygotsky’s
ZPD, optimal learning occurs when students are challenged at the fringes of their knowledge and
guided into the unknown, which differs according to the unique background knowledge, skills,
and experiences of each learner.
A New Vision for Teaching and Learning
The Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO) designed the Interstate Teacher
Assessment and Support Consortium (InTASC) model core teaching standards to articulate a
vision for effective teaching and learning that creates empowered learners ready for higher
education or the workforce. The ten standards are grounded in the themes of the learner and
learning, content, instructional practice, and professional responsibility. My teaching philosophy
most closely aligns with the InTASC standards within the first theme of learner development,
learning differences, and learning environments. After all, “teaching begins with the learner,”
(CCSSO, 2013, p. 8). Teachers must have a thorough grasp of their students’ prior knowledge
and misconceptions in order to create meaningful instruction that can fundamentally integrate
into or change their thinking. Equally important are teachers’ content and pedagogical
knowledge. They must know their students and their content, as well as how to teach their
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content to their specific group of students to scaffold their learning. As such, teaching is a
dynamic profession that requires teachers to be knowledgeable and adaptable. With in-depth
content knowledge and the effective teaching cycle of planning, instruction, and assessment,
teachers can create accessible learning experiences in their discipline (CCSSO, 2013).
Finally, teachers have a professional responsibility to act as collaborative, reflective
practitioners. This is perhaps a fourth component that is not reflected in the typical teaching
trifecta of planning, instruction, and assessment. Throughout the cycle, teachers should be
working together as professionals in their fields to plan learning experiences, analyze and reflect
on assessment, adjust instruction, and repeat. Educator shared beliefs and confidence in their
ability, what Bandura (1997) deemed collective efficacy, influences school culture and student
achievement and Hattie (2016) cited collective efficacy as one of the top factors in student
achievement (as cited in Donohoo, Hattie, & Eells, 2018). Yet again thinking back to the ZPD,
the support and insight of our colleagues can help us see and do what we cannot on our own, as
well as provide a sounding board for brainstorming ideas and innovating. Teachers are learners
too and benefit just as much as their students from peer collaboration. In doing so, they can tap
into the collective intelligence of the profession and continually hone their practice to better meet
student needs.
Conclusion
In sum, learning arises from meaningful, heads-on experiences that connect new and
prior knowledge in schemas. It is mediated by social interaction with peers and adults, who help
guide students beyond the bounds of their current knowledge and abilities. What learners know
and can do is unique to the individual, requiring a solid understanding of learning differences and
content and pedagogical knowledge to craft instruction and differentiate with various supports to
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meet learner needs. Effective teaching is underpinned by knowledge of learners and content,
pedagogy, as well as the teaching cycle, professional development, and collaboration. With this
in mind, my research questions regarding my own teaching practices are: (1) How do I
differentiate in my lesson plans and instructional activities to respond to diverse student needs?
(2) How does my teaching reflect a gradual release of responsibility? And (3) what is my
preferred language teaching method?
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Purpose and Objectives of the Literature Review
The purpose of this literature review is to establish the research base as to what makes an
effective, learner-centered educator, both more broadly and in specific regard to world languages
and Spanish. I wanted to consider the importance of differentiation, inclusion, and scaffolding
and more concrete strategies for using them in the classroom. Additionally, I wanted to provide
an overview and synthesis of second language acquisition theories and the implications for
instruction, as well as the nature and role of vocabulary and grammar in language and language
instruction. In short, the research suggests that effective teaching involves creating a
differentiated, scaffolded, and culturally responsive learning environment that blends second
language acquisition methods to meet the unique needs of each student and provide an equitable
education.
Procedures for the Literature Review
The literature review is organized around the three themes of diversity and
differentiation, general scaffolding strategies and high-leverage practices, and effective world
language instruction, particularly Spanish. Diversity and differentiation contain the additional
sub themes of differentiation, Universal Design for Learning and teaching for equity and social
justice: culturally responsive pedagogy, while high-leverage practices are further broken into a
gradual release of responsibility, activate and connect to prior knowledge, and collaborative
work. Within world language instruction I focus on the sub themes of meaning versus form,
grammar and vocabulary, and translanguaging. With these themes as a guide, I revisited past
course readings and research on assessment, equity, and world language content pedagogy as
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starting points for the literature review, from which I found other relevant literature from their
works cited in something of a cascading effect. In some cases, I found systematic reviews of
certain themes and subtopics to find relevant primary research. I summarized the articles and
synthesized the findings as they pertained to the themes to create an evidence base around
effective teaching practices.
Theme 1: Diversity and Differentiation
A learner-centered philosophy means putting students’ needs, interests, knowledge, and
abilities as the focal point of lesson planning and instruction. Simply teaching the content is no
longer adequate; teachers must consider their audience and learner differences so that students
learn because of teachers and not in spite of them (Davis & Autin, 2020). Moreover,
heterogeneous classrooms are fast becoming the norm as the U.S. experiences rapid demographic
changes, with increases in the number of students living in or near poverty, qualifying for special
education services, speaking home languages other than English, or identifying as a student of
color (Howard, 2019; Tomlinson, 2015). About 6% of students are identified as talented and
gifted (Gargiulo & Bouck, 2021). They also bring varying interests, family circumstances, and
degrees of readiness and maturity (Tomlinson, 2015). The heterogeneity of today’s classrooms
reflects the heterogeneity of the world outside of them (Tomlinson, 2015). As such, there is
greater cultural and linguistic diversity and range of academic abilities represented in a given
classroom today, and teachers must be cognizant of and responsive to learner needs and profiles
for students to be successful.
Differentiation
Differentiation is a research-based model of instruction to account for diverse learners
and forms a third of the cognitive trio of backward design and formative assessment (Davis &
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Autin, 2020; Tomlinson, 2015). Tomlinson (2015), one of the leading researchers in
differentiation (Davis & Autin, 2020; Marshall, 2016), proposes the idea of “teaching up,” (p.
205). Teaching up involves selecting a target group of students or ability level for planning
purposes, such as grade level, and then differentiating up or down to accommodate different
levels of academic readiness. Another approach to differentiation is stripping a lesson down to
the essentials for students at a lower entry level into the content, which also benefits the whole
class, and then building up from that foundational position for everyone (Tomlinson, 2015).
Much like how Buehl (2017) characterized the gradual release of responsibility, a differentiated
classroom follows the predictable rhythm of whole-class instruction, small group or independent
exploration, whole-class review, and finally small group or independent extension and
production (Tomlinson, 2017). As no one learner is alike, it is important to differentiate to meet
students where they are at and tailor instruction to scaffold their learning and academic success.
It is a matter of equity and access (Tomlinson, 2015) and ensuring a truly equal education for all.
Effective teachers are responsive teachers. They deliberately design, instruct, assess, and
adjust with long-term student outcomes always in mind (Davis & Autin, 2020; Wiggins &
McTighe, 2005). The end goal of teaching is to achieve the learning standards or the “function”
— what students should know and be able to do — around which activities, instructional
strategies, and assessment, or the “form,” should be designed (Wiggins & McTighe, 2005). The
three stages of backward design are to identify desired results, determine acceptable evidence,
and plan learning experiences and instruction (Wiggins & McTighe, 2005). It is in the second
and third design stages of assessment and instruction that differentiation occurs.
Differentiation is not to be confused with individualized instruction (Tomlinson, 2017). It
is not intended to be tracking under a different name, to overburden teachers by customizing
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instruction and materials to individual students, nor to lower expectations for some students in
the class and shoulder the productive struggle for them, all for which some have critiqued the
efficacy of the concept (Marshall, 2016). Rather, it is a teacher’s proactive response and mindset
about learners’ needs, guided by the principles of a supportive learning environment, quality
curriculum and assessment, and responsive instruction (Tomlinson & Moon, 2013). Teachers can
differentiate by content, process, product, and classroom environment based on student
readiness, interests, and learning profiles through various instructional strategies (Tomlinson &
Moon, 2013). Differentiation is not about individualization, but about mastery (Marshall, 2016).
It is teaching with intention and frequently checking for understanding to assess whether students
are meeting the long-term instructional goals established in the first design stage and adapting
instruction as needed (Marshall, 2016; Tomlinson & Moon, 2013).
According to Tomlinson and Moon (2013), effective differentiation stems from pre-,
ongoing, and summative assessment. Together, they reveal student interests and readiness,
monitor their progress and understanding, and summarize their learning. Formative assessment
provides insights that are invaluable in planning, adjusting, and pacing instruction while
summative assessment measures student mastery and the effectiveness of instruction. When used
properly, assessment has the added benefit of making students aware of their progress and
cultivating self-monitoring (Tomlinson & Moon, 2013). Marshall (2016) similarly emphasizes
checking for understanding or formative assessment, which is necessary to make data-driven
decisions and not blindly hope students will achieve learning outcomes at the end.
So long as students are evaluated on the same learning goals and with the same criteria,
teachers can differentiate summative assessment according to student interest and readiness as
well as mode of presentation (Tomlinson & Moon, 2013). For example, some students could
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have more time to complete the assessment, draw and annotate or record otherwise written
responses, have test items read aloud to them or written at different levels of complexity, select
from word problems framed around different student interests, and/or respond in their first
language and have it translated to English (Tomlinson & Moon, 2013). Differentiating
assessment, then, is much like universal design for learning in that it offers multiple forms of
representation and expression. So long as they measure the same goals, assessments can take
many forms. When used effectively, differentiation in assessment form and grading,
accompanied by feedback, can raise expectations for performance and both summarize and
promote student learning at key points in a unit (Tomlinson & Moon, 2013). In essence, preassessing students’ background knowledge and entry points, crafting instruction around them,
checking for understanding and adapting to meet learner needs, and providing multiple ways and
opportunities for demonstrating mastery is integral to differentiation.
Universal Design for Learning
UDL, like differentiation, is about increasing access. Whereas universal design in
architecture is about increasing physical access, like the wheelchair ramp, universal design for
learning is about “cognitive access,” (Ok, Rao, Bryant, & McDougall, 2017, p. 116). It is the
designing of curriculum, instruction, and assessment to meet the needs of students with diverse
backgrounds and provide more options and flexibility for learning to help students access the
content and achieve learning goals (Gargiulo & Bouck, 2021). UDL builds a ramp into learning.
The three principles of the UDL framework are multiple means of engagement, representation,
and expression (CAST, 2018). For example, engagement consists of incorporating student choice
and autonomy, representation might look like activating background knowledge before a
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multimedia presentation, and expression involves various tools for constructing and
demonstrating learning, such as assistive technology and word processors (CAST, 2018).
The evidence for the effect of UDL on learning outcomes, particularly in comparison of
students with and without disabilities, is relatively sparse with mixed results on the efficacy of
UDL instruction (King-Sears, Johnson, Berkeley, Weiss, Peters-Burton, Evmenova, Menditto, &
Hursh, 2015; Ok et al., 2017). The scarcity of evidence could be due to the broad applications of
UDL and degrees of teacher training in implementing it. In a study of UDL instruction across a
high school chemistry unit, King-Sears et al. (2015) found a large significant difference in the
post-test scores of students with disabilities in the UDL condition compared to those without
UDL instruction, although general education students receiving UDL instruction performed more
poorly than their non-UDL counterparts. However, all students, both with and without
disabilities, rated the UDL strategies favorably. Kennedy, Thomas, and Meyer (2014) found that
when using the UDL tool of a multimedia content acquisition podcast for eight weeks to learn
vocabulary, all students scored significantly higher on the weekly probes and the post-test
compared to students who did not receive the UDL strategy. While the body of research is still
developing, UDL appears promising. In contrast to the traditional, narrow one-size-fits-all
transmission model of instruction, universal design for learning could be considered a more
genuinely equitable one-size-fits-all approach that benefits all students, those with and without
disabilities alike.
Teaching for Equity and Social Justice: Culturally Responsive Pedagogy
Equitable teaching is important now more than ever. The U.S. is an ethnically and
culturally pluralistic society with ever-changing demographics, but those changes have yet to be
reflected in its teaching population, what Howard (2019) terms a demographic divide. Teachers
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are a largely homogenous group with around 80% of teachers being White (as well as largely
female, monolingual, and middle class) and a stunning 40% of schools do not employ a single
teacher of color (Howard, 2019). Furthermore, most teachers are not being adequately prepared
to work with diverse student populations and develop cross-cultural competence (Gay, 2002;
Howard, 2019). The majority are inexperienced and have limited interaction with diverse student
populations, frequently holding deficit views and low expectations of students of color, which
calls into question the quality of instruction for them (Howard, 2019).
Furthermore, every individual is exposed to and internalizes messages of White
supremacy (Sensoy & DiAngelo, 2017). Few teachers are aware of racism and White supremacy
and how they unwittingly participate in it, meaning they harbor the dominant colorblind and
deficit ideologies (Howard, 2019). The dangerous combination of institutional White supremacy,
the demographic divide, and the prevalence of such ideologies creates a toxic learning
environment for students of color and reinforces racial social inequities, such as the persistent,
well-documented achievement gap between White students and those of primarily East Asian
heritage versus other students of color (Howard, 2019).
The achievement gap, or more aptly named educational debt owed to underachieving
students (Ladson-Billings, 2006; as cited in Howard, 2019), is evident in graduation rates, test
scores, special education placement, enrollment in advanced courses and gifted programs,
disciplinary action, and grade retention, suspension, and expulsion (Howard, 2019). Howard
(2019) cites deficit-based thinking, cultural mismatch, opportunity gaps, stereotype threat, and
institutional racism as the principal causes of the racial disparities in academic achievement and
education outcomes. If the gap persists even as populations of color become the majority, then an
increasing proportion of U.S. citizens will be poorly educated, with serious consequences and
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implications for the health of U.S. democracy and its ability to compete in a global economy
(Howard, 2019). Culturally responsive and sustaining pedagogy is then an economic imperative,
as well as a moral and ethical one.
The school system, and society at-large, is steeped in deficit thinking and the pedagogy of
poverty, in which students fail because of supposed character or cultural deficits (Howard, 2019).
However, Howard (2019) identified effective teachers as perhaps the single most important
variable for success for students of color. These teachers are authoritative warm demanders,
balancing demand with warm, caring relationships. They use student-centered culturally relevant
activities and assessment coupled with clear expectations and dynamic pacing to engage students
and maximize time on task. They also prescribe to academic acceleration, not remediation,
communicating high expectations, challenging students, and demanding excellence (Howard,
2019). To do otherwise, to offer pity or try to “save” students, is patronizing, demoralizing, and
damaging to student success and self-efficacy. It would be what Gay (2002) termed “benign
neglect,” (p. 109) in the form of pity teaching and care at the expense of academic rigor. The
evidence indicates a critical need for teachers to engage in self-examination, particularly White
educators in examination of their privilege, and develop racial literacy and cultural competence
so that they can disrupt institutional racism and White supremacy, be more effective educators,
and create more equitable outcomes for all students.
Theme 2: High-Leverage, Evidence-Based Practices
A Gradual Release of Responsibility
Traditional teaching methods typically follow a sudden release of responsibility in which
students are expected to assume responsibility for a task or learning following direct instruction
(Lin & Cheng, 2010). Such a model is problematic because it leaves students inadequately
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prepared to learn or practice autonomously, such as on homework that teachers assigned because
there was not enough time to complete the activity in class (Fisher & Frey, 2008). Instead, a
number of researchers propose a gradual release model (Buehl, 2017; Fisher & Frey, 2008; Lin
& Cheng, 2010; Webb, Massey, Goggans, & Flajole, 2019). The gradual release of responsibility
(GRR) is a framework to scaffold autonomous learning and understanding (Buehl, 2017). The
model was initially developed by Pearson and Gallagher (1989) and is underpinned by several
theories, including Wood, Bruner, and Ross’ (1976) scaffolded instruction, Vygotsky’s zone of
proximal development, Piaget’s (1952) cognitive schema, and Bandura’s (1965) work on
attention, retention, and motivation (as cited in Lin & Cheng, 2010; Webb et al., 2019).
The gradual release model consists of the three teacher-regulated, supported practice, and
student-regulated phases, with each progressing further into students’ ZPD (Buehl, 2017). Fisher
and Frey (2008) further divide the supported practice phase into guided instruction and
collaborative learning. Teachers should start with a focus lesson that clarifies the purpose or the
objectives before providing whole-class, small-group, or individual guided instruction (Fisher &
Frey, 2008). Students then engage in collaborative work to practice with peers, during which
individual accountability is key to success, and then apply their learning to a new situation or
experience as an independent task (Fisher & Frey, 2008). Teacher-regulated strategies include
explicit instruction, modeling and think-alouds, followed by guided and cooperative experiences
such as KWL charts and graphic organizers. Finally, independent learning occurs by applying
reading comprehension strategies like questioning and inferring or homework for example
(Buehl, 2017). The role of homework as an independent task is to build fluency or automaticity,
spiral review of previous learning, or extend learning across disciplines (Fisher & Frey, 2008).
However, there is an equity concern and caveat that students may not necessarily complete
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homework independently and have varying access to different resources, such as assistance from
their caregivers. Homework should perhaps be used sparingly as an independent task. This
gradual release process is popularly paraphrased as “I do, we do, you do” (Webb et al., 2019).
However, the GRR process is not intended to be rigidly adhered to as a daily lesson plan
format, nor is it strictly linear (Webb et al., 2019). Fisher and Frey (2008), for instance, did not
assign homework after the first day of introducing intertextual analysis to their classes because
they were not yet prepared for the independent application of the concepts and skills. Rather, the
GRR model is flexible, able to cover varying lengths of instruction and adapted to meet learners’
needs (Webb et al., 2019). For this reason, Webb et al. (2019) reconceptualizes the framework as
a flexible release of responsibility, in which learning occurs on a continuum with multiple points
of entry to engage in either guided or ongoing practice or independent use. Explicit instruction is
valuable but takes a supplementary role. Within this model, explicit instruction does not occur at
a single time for all students. Instead, it is ongoing and responsive to students having more
difficulty with the content to provide them with increased targeted support (Webb et al., 2019).
Again, Fisher and Frey (2008) engaged in guided instruction with select students, using
questioning to prompt meaningful discussion and conclusions from those students while others
engaged in collaborative work.
In a four-day study of eighty sixth graders in an English class, Lin and Cheng (2010)
applied a different step of the gradual release model each day to help students practice writing
summaries and measure their perception of the model in the classroom. They found that the
model was positively received, with overwhelming support from students for the modeling stage
and only one who was surveyed stating that it was not very effective, which could also be
interpreted as unnecessary for that individual. When given the choice, more than 90% of students
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indicated they would prefer a task be modeled more than once and the same amount also
believed that all teachers should use the GRR model (Lin & Cheng, 2010).
One adaptation of GRR to writing is the IMSCI model, or inquiry, modeling, and shared,
collaborative, and independent writing (Read, Landon-Hays, & Martin‐Rivas, 2014). According
to Read et al. (2014), reading and writing are reciprocal processes where skills in one transfer to
the other. Thus, it is recommended to develop both simultaneously and to start with inquiry into
genre features through reading as the first step of the IMSCI writing model. In a unit on
persuasive writing, two elementary teachers implemented the IMSCI model by first performing a
genre study of persuasive writing, inquiring into the features and reading examples (Read,
Landon-Hays, & Martin‐Rivas, 2014). Then the teachers modeled the pre-writing process in
which they brainstormed, read aloud and took notes, and transferred them to a graphic organizer
along with student writing to form an essay outline, thinking aloud as they did so. Afterwards,
students practiced the same process in small groups and conferenced before writing on their own
on a persuasive topic of their choice. Genre study and teacher modeling influenced students’ own
persuasive writing, as seen in their emulation of word choices, authoritative tone, and stylistic
features (Read, Landon-Hays, & Martin‐Rivas, 2014). The gradual release model has been
shown to be effective at developing literacy and student responsibility for learning (Webb et al.,
2019; Lin & Cheng, 2010, ). The high-leverage practices described below can all fit within the
GRR model, which provides the overarching framework for designing instruction to support
learning.
Activate and Connect to Prior Knowledge
That which is meaningful is understood (Ormrod, 2019). The body of research in
developmental and cognitive psychology has established that recall is enhanced by content area
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knowledge more so than memory strategies and that higher-order thinking abilities are dependent
on experience with new information (Glaser, 1984). Expert chess players, for instance, have
greater memory of various chess configurations compared to novice players given their
experience with them, which has made them more meaningful (Glaser, 1984). Neo-Piagetian
models of development preserve Piaget’s core principle of schemas, or psychological structures
that organize knowledge and advance over time by building on lower-level schemes (Mascolo,
2015). People attempt to integrate new information into their existing knowledge and use prior
knowledge to fill in any gaps (Glaser, 1984). Thus, the first step with any instruction is to
activate students’ prior knowledge in order to accommodate or assimilate new information into
their schema. Teachers must balance between academic disciplinary knowledge and students’
funds of knowledge to build knowledge bridges (Buehl, 2017). That is, they must connect the
new with the known for students to learn.
Teachers can build and prime academic background knowledge prior to teaching a new
concept by frontloading instruction and using various advance organizers and brainstorming
strategies (Buehl, 2017). Buehl (2017) highlights student-centered review strategies such as
quick writes, partner shares, and making meaningful associations with knowledge maps or other
graphic organizers. When students have diverse knowledge and gaps on a topic, teachers can use
brainstorming, which includes KWL charts, inquiry note-taking grids, and point-counterpoint
discussion, in addition to thought-provoking statements and anticipation guides (Buehl, 2017).
Finally, when student knowledge is insufficient, teachers can resort to non-print media like
videos, interactive, hands-on experiences, simulations, and guest speakers to frontload sufficient
background knowledge.
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Advance organizers were first developed by Ausubel (1968) as part of his cognitive view
on educational psychology and are broadly classified as any relevant introductory tool designed
to organize content in advance and facilitate meaningful learning and retention (as cited in Chen,
Hirumi, & Zhang, 2009). Advance organizers or anticipation guides have been shown to both
facilitate comprehension and reduce the cognitive load for L2 learners (Li, Wu, & Lin, 2019). In
one study of university students, for instance, episodic photos with short English captions prior
to a target language viewing facilitated comprehension and decreased dependence on subtitles by
50% (Li, 2014). Chen, Hirumi, and Zhang (2009) discovered a difference in the benefits of
advance organizers based on ability level. University students of a low ability level performed
better on a posttest four weeks later when they had an advance organizer, particularly a graphic
organizer, compared to the control group, demonstrating greater knowledge retention. High
ability students, however, scored significantly lower than the control group with both the graphic
and text advance organizer, potentially indicating that teacher-constructed advance organizers
impede their long-term knowledge retention. This was further confirmed by high ability
students’ expressed desire for student-constructed advance organizers (Chen, Hirumi, and Zhang,
2009). The authors acknowledged the small sample size and limited length of the intervention as
limitations of the study, but results seemed to suggest that advance organizers increase student
comprehension, particularly if student-constructed for students of higher ability levels.
Collaborative Work
The next step in the gradual release model following the initial teacher-regulated phase
and activation of students’ prior knowledge is collaborative work. It is constructive, purposeful
dialogue that allows people to tap into their collective intelligence, problem solve, and
synergistically innovate (Nichols, 2006). Vygotsky’s social constructivist theory of learning
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extends the power of purposeful dialogue to education (Nichols, 2006). Moreover, in the worla
language class, collaborative work in which students negotiate form, such as grammar, through
interaction appears to increase learning and performance (Swain, 1995). The necessary
conditions for good discussion are rapport, preparation, inquiry, participation, and small groups
(Gottschalk, 1994). Teachers should insist on active participation and scaffold it by discussing
and modeling the characteristics of a good discussion, increasing wait time, both before and after
a student response, and offering alternatives to shyer students, like being the note-taker
(Gottschalk, 1994). Facilitating discussion involves both teachers and students preparing openended, higher-level questions in advance that spark inquiry and debate and connect to students’
lives (Gottschalk, 1994). Purposeful dialogue stems from purposeful thinking.
As for responses, the teacher should serve as a mediator that uses wait time, listens,
follows up, and redirects student questions back to the class (Gottschalk, 1994). In forming small
groups for discussion, teachers must consider the goals, group members, and topics, the latter of
which may include looking for solutions to a problem or analyzing a text. According to
Gottschalk (1994), provocative discussion can also be supplemented and enhanced by writing,
such as quick writes and journals, visualization with graphics and media, and drama, such as role
plays or panels. Interactive language-rich environments with language models and practices such
as thoughtful reading partnerships, charts, picture books, teacher proximity, read-alouds,
rereading, turn-and-talk, and expanding vocabulary can support language development (Nichols,
2006). Listening and observing students in conversation can also provide valuable insights into
their thinking and serve as formative assessment (Nichols, 2006).
In sum, best practice starts with a gradual, flexible release of responsibility. Through
various strategies and scaffolds, teachers divest ownership of learning and turn it over to the
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students, progressing from teacher-regulated to student-regulated phases. To facilitate the
transition, there are a number of evidence-based scaffolds that sustain supported practice and
collaborative work before fully independent learning occurs. Chief among those scaffolds are
activating knowledge and using advance organizers to prime students to make meaningful
connections between their background knowledge and the new information they are learning.
Doing so supports assimilation and accommodation into schema. Additionally, collaborative
work and discussion are vital not only in the classroom, but beyond its walls as well. Purposeful
collaboration and discussion need to be thoughtfully scaffolded by the teacher to be successful.
Theme 3: Towards More Effective World Language Teaching and Learning
Meaning versus Form
Various language teaching methodologies exist based on different language learning and
acquisition theories, all of which place different weight on meaning versus form. Perhaps one of
the most well-known in the field of second language acquisition (SLA), Krashen’s (1982) input
hypothesis is based on the premise that “acquisition is central and learning more peripheral,” (p.
20) in SLA. That is to say, the implicit, subconscious acquisition of language takes precedence
over explicit, conscious language learning. Meaning is prioritized over form. The input
hypothesis, much like Vygotsky’s ZPD, claims people naturally acquire and progress in their
language abilities when exposed to language that is somewhat beyond their current competence
level, conceptualized as n + 1. The learner begins to naturally acquire language through repeated
exposure to comprehensible input, in which the majority of what is communicated is understood
with enough context to make the new structures comprehensible (Krashen, 1982).
A significant, and contested, part of Krashen’s (1982) input hypothesis is the role of
output in language acquisition. Krashen (1982) posits that production emerges when learners are
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ready, and that often early production is highly erroneous. Novice learners go through a silent
period and also face an affective filter, such as anxiety, that can inhibit language production
(Krashen, 1982; Horwitz, 2020). Output was previously thought to serve as no more than
additional self-input in second language acquisition and a means of increasing fluency, but not
accuracy (Swain, 1995).
However, Swain (1995) countered with the output hypothesis, initially developed out of
observation of the lagging production skills of language learners in immersion classes (Russell,
2014). Swain (1995) proposed that the three functions of output are the noticing or triggering
hypothesis, hypothesis-testing, and metalinguistic functions, by which learners notice the gaps in
their language, test and receive feedback on their language knowledge, and reflect on and
internalize linguistic knowledge. Swain (1995) underscores the distinction between production
and comprehension. Production places the learner in an active role, requires them to process the
language more deeply, and does not allow them to fake understanding or ability or only partially
grasp what was communicated in the way they can with comprehension. Output pushes language
learners from semantic to deeper syntactic processing, or from considering meaning to form,
raising their grammatical consciousness and providing opportunities for feedback. Thus, the
evidence suggests that students must both receive and produce language to increase proficiency.
Lightbown and Spada (1993) found few students are capable of inductively “picking up”
linguistic forms from exposure, or comprehensible input alone, in an efficient manner,
particularly if postpubescent (as cited in Larsen-Freeman, 2001). Lightbown (1998) further
demonstrated that it is more effective to draw students’ attention to language forms during
communicative tasks than it is to only focus on them in explicit, decontextualized grammar
lessons or never formally focus on them (as cited in Larsen-Freeman, 2001). In a study on the
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acquisition of the Spanish future tense in novice university learners, Russell (2014) found that
students in the output group outperformed both the non-output and control groups on the
posttest. Furthermore, textual enhancement had no effect on learning when students were
instructed to read for meaning as the focus did not require students to further process the targeted
form beyond noticing it, indicating that textual enhancement alone is not an effective strategy for
inductive grammar learning. The research suggests that language learners benefit from both input
and output in acquisition as they require different levels of processing of meaning and form
(Larsen-Freeman, 2001; Swain, 1995; Russell, 2014).
The Natural Approach stems from Krashen’s theory and emphasizes listening
comprehension and reading, receptive language skills, while minimizing the productive skills of
speaking and writing. Grammar is supplementary, with the idea that maximizing comprehensible
input results in internalization of language patterns and forms (Horwitz, 2020). Students are not
pressured to produce language. In contrast is proficiency-oriented instruction, the most recent
method pioneered by the language organization ACTFL (Horwitz, 2020). This method similarly
values input, but it differs from the Natural Approach in that it favors communicative
competence based on cognitive learning theories, the output hypothesis, and more explicit
grammar instruction in the form of grammatical consciousness raising (Horwitz, 2020). While
proficiency-oriented instruction strikes a greater balance between meaning and form in
comparison to the Natural approach, the language teaching debate between meaning and form
continues (Horwitz, 2020). Horwitz (2020) states that studies have not shown any one language
method to be superior to others as the variety of teaching contexts and diverse learner needs will
call for different approaches. Above all, teachers must be responsive and balance meaning and
form.
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Rethinking Grammar and Vocabulary
Grammar and vocabulary are traditionally thought of as separate, related entities in which
singular words are isolated and pieced together in grammatically acceptable slots. However,
natural language does not take a slot-and-filler approach (Lewis, 2005). Instead, according to
Lewis (2005), most language consists of strings of accepted phrases, or lexical items, with
different degrees of possible variation, meaning that language is much more idiomatic than
initially thought. The principle of idiom, or idiomaticity, stretches the idea of idioms to
encompass the idea that the vast majority of language is constructed from prefabricated or slight
variations of prefabricated lexical items, and that is true across all genres of language, including
speech, fiction, academic writing, etc. Lewis (2005) argues that idiomaticity is at least as, if not
more, important than grammar in constructing meaning. The pedagogical implications are that
teachers should not focus on word-by-word translation and single, new words that learners do
not understand, but rather to find what is relatively new, words that learners perhaps recognize
but have not used or for which they know a couple collocations, or word combinations, but are
not aware of a word’s larger collocational field (Lewis, 2005). One strategy is analyzing
language for the largest language chunks possible, rather than separating words into their
smallest component pieces, which helps attach grammatical words like articles and prepositions
to the meaning-carrying nouns. Of, for instance, is the second most common word in all English
genres and is essential to building noun phrases, yet it is rarely explicitly taught. This Lexical
Approach discards the vocabulary/grammar dichotomy in favor of word-grammar, which
prioritizes oft-ignored important grammatical features (Lewis, 2005).
With respect to reconceptualizing grammar, Larsen-Freeman (2001) proposes a
relational, interconnected, three-dimensional grammar framework consisting of form, meaning,
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and use, also known as structure, semantics, and pragmatics respectively. It is not always the
grammar forms that present the most challenges for students, but often the meaning or
pragmatics. Moreover, large-scale computer studies of naturally occurring language show that
few grammatical rules, or forms and structures are fixed, but rather are a matter of tendency or
probability (Lewis, 2005). Many language patterns are genre-specific as well, such as high
frequency verbs in speech that are rarely used in academic writing. In other words, grammatical
generalizations are the result of patterns rather than steadfast rules and their use is idiomatic and
context-dependent (Lewis, 2005). Thus, grammar is less a set of rules to be learned and more a
skill to be mastered and applied; it would be more accurate to think of it as an action, as
grammaring (Larsen-Freeman, 2001). Acquiring grammar is a gradual and complex process
rather than a sequence of individual forms. According to Larsen-Freeman (2001), regressive
errors or backsliding and overgeneralizations are not uncommon as students learn new forms.
Students will rely primarily on their L1 to make sense and hypothesize about the L2, although
they will increasingly rely on their understanding of the L2 with greater familiarity and
proficiency (Larsen-Freeman, 2001).
In place of the common PPP or presentation-practice-production approach to grammar
instruction, the increasingly popular communicative approach uses task- or content-based
material (Larsen-Freeman, 2001). Grammar is supplementary and helps students make sense of
content and complete the task, achieving their primary goal of communication. Larsen-Freeman
(2001) lists a number of teaching strategies for grammar instruction. Teachers can help students
notice a grammatical feature by drawing their attention to it and recasting or reformulating
errors, in addition to using a consciousness-raising task where students work out the grammatical
generalization or rule. Another option is input flooding or enhancing the input, such as choosing
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texts with bolded, frequent, or contrasting features, to repeatedly expose students to the pattern.
A third method is the garden path strategy, in which teachers can “lead students down the path”
by introducing the general rule while not overwhelming them with exceptions and irregulars and
instead correcting errors at the time of overgeneralization.
As for effective vocabulary instruction, Lewis (2005) argues that vocabulary should be
learned in meaningful chunks, instead of as isolated words, because that is how it is used given
the idiomaticity of language. Teachers should limit new vocabulary to no more than seven words
or chunks at a time so as not to overwhelm students’ working memory, with three to five being
ideal (Lewis, 2005; Bromley, 2007). Vocabulary learning should balance incidental and
deliberate learning, the former of which focuses more on communication and messages while
learning words in context versus as the explicit focus of the lesson (Nation, 2003).
Bromley (2007) outlines how traditional vocabulary instruction involves definitions,
teacher explanations, memorization, and quizzes. However, effective vocabulary instruction
allows students to connect new and related words, understand their multiple meanings and word
structure, and actively use them in an authentic way. The majority of words have multiple
meanings and larger words can be broken down into their parts to infer meaning. Teachers
should show enthusiasm for language and use direct instruction to pre-teach around three to five
new words per lesson using strategies that facilitate connection of new words to known words
(Bromley, 2007). Strategies include word analysis, read-alouds, word walls, games, word trees,
chunking multisyllabic words, peer teaching new vocabulary, modeling the use of context clues
for meaning, providing etymologies, visual representations of words, and KWL charts. When
applying these strategies, teachers should provide opportunities to build oral competence with
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new language, as in with peer teaching or oral word games, prior to developing writing
competence (Bromley, 2007).
Nation (2003) also advocates for the studying of word parts. Additional techniques for
deliberately learning vocabulary are using flashcards, using dictionaries, and using the keyword
technique (Nation, 2003). Effective flashcards use spaced repetition starting with about 20 cards
— no more than 50 to be manageable — and increasingly longer intervals between repetitions
to develop stronger recall. Nation (2003) recommends avoiding learning similar words together,
such as days of the week or food, as they actually interfere with one another, using depth of
processing techniques for more challenging words to form associations, mixing up card order to
avoid serial learning, saying the word aloud, and writing collocates where helpful, especially
with verbs. The keyword technique is a tested depth-of-processing strategy that has been shown
to be highly effective, with an upwards of 25% increase in the efficiency of learning vocabulary
(Nation, 2003). It involves linking the foreign word with a first language keyword, making a
mental image of them, and then identifying the meaning of the foreign word. The keyword
technique is best reserved for words that are difficult to remember and is considered so effective
for challenging words because it connects the written or spoken forms of the word with meaning
(Nation, 2003).
Translanguaging
A salient theme in recent research on language and pedagogy is the emergence of
translanguaging and single linguistic systems (Garcia, 2019; Marrero-Colón, 2021). Evidence in
neuroscience suggests that languages are stored together in the brain as subsets of a larger unit
(Marrero-Colon, 2021). Linguists have also not been able to define language boundaries based
on structure or lexical criteria, implying that language classifications are therefore social and
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political (Garcia, 2019). There is debate in the field over the most accurate translanguaging
model to represent language systems (Marrero-Colon, 2021). The dual correspondence theory
poses language systems as separate and parallel to one another whereas the unitary language
system upholds that there is one grammar, and the social or communicative context dictates the
features the speaker chooses. Meanwhile, MacSwan’s (2017) Integrated Multilingual Model
conceptualizes translanguaging as a combination of shared and discrete grammars as part of
overlapping language systems (as cited in Marrero-Colon, 2021).
Society and the schools within them create false categorizations of languages, such as
first, second, heritage and foreign languages. Such divisions ignore the lived, contextual nature
of speakers’ language use and the practice of translanguaging, in addition to minoritizing
languages and multilingual learners and restricting their repertoires (Garcia, 2019). Bi- and
multilingual speakers who appear to not be fluidly codeswitching are instead selecting and
suppressing their linguistic inventory. Multilingualism in practice is much more fluid and
dynamic than the categorical thinking of constructs such as bi/multilingualism and named
languages permits (Garcia, 2019).
Translanguaging is an internal grammar that, in practice, involves communicating using
one’s “full linguistic repertoire,” (Garcia, 2019, p. 163) without regard for political or social
categorizations. The simultaneous use of two or more languages emphasizes the dynamic
flexibility of language depending on the context (Garcia, 2019). It additionally functions as both
a discourse and pedagogical practice that affirms, bridges, and builds on the linguistic diversity
of students to help them access content and learn (Marrero-Colon, 2021). The educational
advantages of translanguaging in the transitional classroom are deeper understanding of the
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content, development of nondominant languages, metalinguistic awareness, home-school
connections and validation of home identity, and multi-level language learner collaboration.
According to Marrero-Colon (2021), an example of translanguaging in practice would be
reading a book in English but taking notes and writing a draft in Spanish, before rewriting the
final in English. Teachers can also group students according to their dominant language or
proficiency level to work on a task together, collaborating in their native language(s) while still
producing a product in English. Translanguaging allows teachers to adjust linguistic complexity,
teach in one language and apply in the other to dually reinforce them, and help transfer literacy
skills. It is used strategically to make connections between the two languages while still keeping
final products in the target language (Marrero-Colon, 2021). However, Dendrinos (2019)
cautions against English hegemony, indicating that teachers need to be strategic in their use of
translanguaging to avoid English dominance in multilingual spaces.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHODS
The qualitative methods of inquiry for this study focused on the principles and practices
of action research, using self-study aligned with professional teacher standards, teacher artifacts,
anecdotal records and feedback, observational notes, and journal reflections as a means of data
collection. I will begin with a review of action research principles to establish the foundation for
this study’s method of inquiry. Second, I will review the choices and purposes of data collection
that helped to highlight my instruction and means for searching for improvement. Third, I will
detail my context for the study, methods of data collection protocols, maintaining credibility and
trustworthiness of the data, and acknowledge my limitations as a researcher. Finally, I will
present the procedures used for studying my practice, while providing data and analysis that
speaks to adaptations and adjustments made to my instruction as I engaged in this study.
Research Questions
Over the course of my practicum and teaching experience, I identified three core areas in
which I strived for effective teaching, which were (1) differentiation, diversity, and inclusion, (2)
high-leverage practices, and (3) Spanish language pedagogy. Within these areas I specifically
examined the incorporation of universal design for learning and differentiation in my lessons, in
addition to a gradual release model, prior knowledge activation, and scaffolding, and reflecting
on my preferred language teaching method based on theory and practice. This focus aligned with
InTASC Standards #2 learner differences, #7 planning for instruction, and #8 instructional
strategies. Additionally, I considered how studying my own practice as it relates to the InTASC
Standards could improve my own instruction and therefore, student learning. My purpose of this
study was to review the literature on effective teaching practices and analyze how my own
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practices reflect them, with the goal being to identify my areas of strengths and growth and use
action research to effect change. The research questions for this study were:
1. How do I differentiate in my lesson plans and instructional activities to respond to
diverse student needs? Effective teaching starts with the learner, meaning instruction must meet
them where they are at. Data gathered from a focus on this question was used to test how my
ability to differentiate has evolved over time. My goal was to adapt instruction to respond to
student readiness and learner needs, providing multiple means of engagement, representation,
and expression to help learners of various abilities access the content. I considered how I
incorporated elements of UDL principles into my lesson planning and differentiated instruction
by content, process, and product, or what was to be learned, how it was to be learned, and how
learning was to be demonstrated. I hope to see a progression and finetuning of differentiation
methods and accommodations over time in my lessons to better meet the needs of my current
students.
2. How does my teaching reflect a gradual release of responsibility? Data gathered from
this question was used to validate how and to what extent I activate prior knowledge, engage
students in collaborative work, and scaffold their learning to gradually release responsibility
them over the course of a lesson and across a learning sequence. I expect to see greater student
responsibility for learning and reduced teacher support as lessons and learning segments
progress. I also hope to see my practice evolve over time to have a variety of scaffolds, as well as
student choice in using them, and increased modeling of activities and project or activity
exemplars. My aim was to activate or connect to prior knowledge every lesson to prime learners
to incorporate new knowledge.
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3. What is my preferred language teaching method? Data gathered from a focus on this
question was used to analyze and compare my two language instruction methods and how they
connect to second language acquisition research. I also wanted to reflect on my own language
teaching philosophy, from both a theoretical and experiential standpoint, and preferred method. I
blended two different curricula this academic year that adopt different philosophies and methods
of vocabulary and grammar instruction. One is more inductive and input-oriented at the novice
level while the other takes a presentation-practice-production approach to grammar and places
more equal import on the language functions of listening, reading, writing, and speaking, the
latter of which are productive skills, or output. I hope to find a balance between both input and
output and meaning and form in my language teaching. Additionally, I hope to determine if one
of the two vocabulary approaches is perhaps more effective than the other based on SLAL
research base and perceived student engagement, language comprehension, and production
abilities.
InTASC Standards
As described in the first chapter, the CCSSO (2013) created the Interstate Teacher
Assessment and Support Consortium (InTASC) model core teaching standards to articulate a
vision for effective teaching and learning that creates empowered learners ready for adult life.
The ten standards are grouped around the themes of the learner and learning, content,
instructional practice, and professional responsibility. The first three standards of learner
development, learning differences, and learning environments emphasize the need for teacher
understanding of the learning process and learner diversity to create an environment in which
they can thrive. Those of the second theme, content knowledge and application of content,
highlight making content knowledge accessible and promoting cross-disciplinary, higher-order
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thinking skills. The standards in the third theme are assessment, planning for instruction, and
instructional strategies, which altogether call for the coordinated integration and backward
design of the three stages while using formative assessment throughout to monitor and adjust
instruction to achieve learning objectives. As for professional responsibility, the final two
standards of professional learning and ethical practice and leadership and collaboration posit that
the most effective teachers engage in lifelong examination and self-reflection as well as
collaboration with colleagues and the community to continually improve their pedagogy and
further the profession.
The InTASC standards outline optimal teaching, accompanied by more specific learning
progressions, which make them a valuable measure of self-assessment. I can use the progressions
to identify areas of strengths and weaknesses and focus my attention and professional
development on places of personal growth. The standards further highlight the importance of
ongoing professional development and collaboration with various education stakeholders, such
as colleagues, families, and community members, an aspect of effective teaching that is perhaps
overshadowed at times by the cycle of planning, instruction, and assessment. They also provide a
benchmark not only for new teachers, but for all teachers to assess the effectiveness of their
teaching. In this way, they offer a common goal and set of guidelines for best practice towards
which all teachers can strive and on which they can be evaluated.
My research focus on differentiation, UDL, and a gradual release model aligns with the
InTASC Standard #2 learner differences and Standard #7 planning for instruction.
Differentiation is an instructional model specifically designed to address learner diversity and
differences in academic readiness and UDL is similarly designed to provide more options and
flexibility in accessing the content for learners of diverse backgrounds. Likewise, scaffolds allow
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learners of heterogeneous ability levels to better access the content and learn. All three of these
elements — differentiation, UDL, and gradual release — require an understanding of learner
differences and various instructional strategies that need to be intentionally and thoughtfully
woven into the lesson in the planning phase for students to achieve high standards (CCSSO,
2013). My focus on language methods and effective vocabulary and grammar instruction aligns
with Standard #4 content knowledge. I need to have a thorough understanding of Spanish, world
language pedagogy, and evidence-based instructional strategies to make the language meaningful
and accessible for learners (CCSSO, 2013).
Methods and Procedures
Because my purpose was to describe my own teaching practice as well as how I use data
to improve my own practice in line with the InTASC professional standards, it was important to
choose a method that could account for both what the standards are for teachers and how I was
paying attention to my own practice through data collection to improve it. Accordingly, this
study was designed as an action research study.
Sagor (2000) breaks action research into the seven-step process of first selecting a focus,
clarifying theories, and identifying research questions. Next is data collection and analysis
followed by reporting results and taking informed action to turn results into evidence-based
practice. Action research is often seen as intimidating, difficult, and irrelevant to the practical
needs of teachers. However, Preisman (2007) offers the counternarrative that it is meaningful,
friendly, and possible. Action research is meaningful because it allows teachers to connect theory
and practice to address needs in their schools and classrooms, in addition to keeping teachers
relevant on research and current best practice. It is also friendly and motivating in that it is
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relatively straightforward, directly applicable to the classroom, and can be woven into current,
everyday teaching practices without being time-consuming (Preisman, 2007).
Ongoing self-evaluation, reflection, and improvement is a critical part of the teaching
profession. However, according to Gould (2008), staff development tends to be passive or follow
a theme for the year, which does not allow teachers to engage in sustained, systemic
improvement. Truly effective professional development needs to be relevant, engaging and
teacher-generated, effect school-wide change, and have administrative support. Action research
is the process to achieve that. It is a collaborative and reflective process that involves trying,
testing, and evaluating strategies. Action research is a paradigm for professional development
that empowers teachers by helping the practitioner evaluate and improve their practice in
collaboration with like-minded professionals (Gould, 2008).
Additionally, while there is always an element of trial and error to teaching, “action
researchers find that the research process liberates them from continuously repeating their past
mistakes,” (Sagor, 2000, p. 7). It allows teachers to be systematic and intentional in the changes
they make and to engage in change alongside their colleagues, adapting evidence-based practice
to fit their teaching contexts and better address the needs of learners. Sagor (2000) and Gould
(2008) highlight the potentially collaborative and empowering nature of action research.
Unfortunately, systemic barriers like school schedules can prevent much-needed professional
collaboration. As Sagor (2000) stated:
It is often said that teaching is a lonely endeavor. It is doubly sad that so many teachers
are left alone in their classrooms to reinvent the wheel on a daily basis. The loneliness of
teaching is unfortunate not only because of its inefficiency, but also because when
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dealing with complex problems the wisdom of several minds is inevitably better than one
(p. 6).
It is all too easy to fall into the habit of “shut the door and teach.” There is a certain
amount of freedom and flexibility that comes with teaching as an individual pioneer, but it pales
in comparison to the collective power of professional collaboration. Engaging in action research
encourages me to seek support, input, and feedback from colleagues, mentors, and other
educational professionals. For instance, I seek the observations and feedback of my colleagues,
TOSA mentor, administration, and university supervisor as I engage in my action research,
expanding my collaborative network. Sagor’s (2000) words on the inefficiency and loneliness of
individualistic teaching resonated with me as I have found that impromptu brainstorming and
collaboration with colleagues has resulted in the flow of ideas and materials and leaves me
feeling reinvigorated. Such collaboration and professional development could be institutionalized
with action research as a teaching norm for continued improvement.
Data Collection
The basic steps in action research are 1) identify a topic or issue to study, 2) collect data
related to the chosen topic or issue, 3) analyze and interpret the collected data, and 4) carry out
action planning, which represents the application of the action research results. Data collection in
an action research project typically is related to the topic or issues, and provide answers pertinent
to the research questions. As Padak and Padak (1994) observe, “Any information that can help
you answer your questions is data” (p. 2). Therefore, I used a variety of data collection tools
related to my topic to ensure the validity of my results. Furthermore, I adhered to the following
four characteristics in determining the data I would collect for my study, 1) anonymity of
students, 2) comparison in data collection was built in so that the results could be judged against
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themselves both before and after the intervention period, 3) aspects of performance to be
examined were identified prior to data collection so that the information was relevant and
connected to the research questions, and 4) a variety of data was collected so that different
aspects of the topic could be brought to light (Padak & Padak, 1994). Finally, because I was
studying my own practice while I was in the middle of said practice, I acknowledge the
“spiraling nature” of data collection in action research (Padak & Padak, 1994, p. 2). By focusing
on data in connection to my research questions, my attention turned to other pieces of data that
emerged in relation to my questions. These emergent data pieces were included as part of the
study as they had relevance to my research questions.
Because my research questions focus on differentiation, a gradual release model, and
world language pedagogy, I chose to collect data that would provide information about how my
practice and the interventions I identified aligned with the research topic. The types of data I
chose to collect are described next.
Reflective Journal
I kept a daily log of my thoughts and reflections following a lesson so that I could
analyze how my teaching practices and perceptions have changed over time. I could also track
the addition or removal of certain instructional strategies or scaffolds and my reflections on their
effectiveness. Journals provide an important source of qualitative research and data triangulation
by allowing researchers to clarify their thoughts and feelings, engage in a dialogue with
themselves, and reflect back on their thoughts for deeper analysis and interpretation, connecting
theory and practice (Bashan & Holsblat, 2017; Janesick, 1998). Journal data is process data,
detailing changes to a process or program and participant perceptions of said changes (Bashan &
Holsblat, 2017). As such, the data collected from the journal will provide insight into my
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teaching process and the changes in my thinking and teaching as they pertain to differentiation,
high-leverage practices, and preference for language teaching methods. Frequent journaling will
provide greater detail of the lessons than attempting to recall and reflect with lesser immediacy
in hindsight. That way, I can review and analyze journal notes at later dates and still have
accurate accounts of what transpired and what point I was at in my thinking.
Document Analysis
Document analysis is a qualitative research method that involves coding content into
themes to find patterns around a certain topic (Triad 3, 2016). The process involves identifying
relevant documents, potential biases, and the data being sought, followed by creating an
organizational scheme and annotating and questioning copies of the document(s) to explore the
content (O’Leary, 2014, as cited in Triad 3, 2016). One technique is content analysis, in which
the researcher quantifies the frequency of occurrences of certain information and identifies
emerging themes, which thematic analysis then categorizes into broader themes in a re-reading
of the data (Triad 3, 2016). Documents, including journals, maintain a record of details that
would otherwise be forgotten and track change and development over time, which is my primary
goal in analyzing my teaching (Triad 3, 2016). My lesson plans will serve as artifacts, or
physical evidence of my teaching. I will analyze my formal lesson plans for units three and six,
from late November 2021 and March 2022 respectively. The analysis will allow me to document
my development in regard to my focus areas for improvement and uncover themes in my
teaching practices, as well as potential new areas for exploration, again thinking back to the
“spiraling nature” of data collection (Padak & Padak, 1994, p. 2).
Observation
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Observation includes not only the systematic description of events, but conversations,
interviews, checklists, and questionnaires, among others (Bernard, 1994, as cited in Kawulich,
2005). I will review CPAST rubrics and observation feedback forms from my university
supervisor and vice principal from the first and second terms of the academic year, in the same
time frame as the lesson plans. The rubrics evaluate my pedagogy according to fourteen different
criteria across the domains of planning, instructional delivery, assessment, dispositions,
professional commitment and behaviors, professional relationships, and critical thinking and
reflective practice. I will compare rubric scores from the fall and late winter to look for growth
over time and continued or new areas for improvement based on their observations. I am hoping
to come away with greater awareness of my teaching style and practices and to corroborate my
journal reflections that immediately follow a lesson with what is more objectively observed by
third parties.
Context of the Study
The school in which I will conduct my action research is a large high school in the
Willamette Valley serving grades 9-12. According to the district’s most recently published
school profile reports, as of October 2020 student enrollment is 1,032, of which 21% are Ever
English Language Learners representing 22 different languages spoken, 10% are students with
disabilities, and 26% are eligible for free or reduced lunch. As for student demographics, 62%
are White, 24% Hispanic, 7% Multiracial, 4% Asian, and 1% Black/African-American,
American Indian/Alaskan Native, and Pacific Islander each. There is a general culture in support
of linguistic and cultural diversity, as reflected in the newly developed equity curriculum, school
programs, family liaisons, and student clubs. All 9th grade students are also enrolled in a School
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Success class that serves as their health class and biweekly academic support for one period
while students of all grade levels have 1:1 Chromebooks.
The school is organized into content-area departments, with twelve teachers including
myself, in the world languages department. Teachers work individually with no formal PLC
beyond monthly school-wide professional development or electronic communication to discuss
and provide feedback on evolving district policies. The department head serves as the point of
contact and liaison between administration, other departments, and the school district. As a firstyear teacher with the district, I am enrolled in a mentor program in which I meet weekly with a
Teacher on Special Assignment (TOSA) to discuss strengths, challenges, and goals and receive
general support and advice.
District-wide the transition back into full-time onsite learning for the 2021-22 school year
has been challenging for staff and students alike, with many students voicing on a recent district
schedule survey the struggle with the 8:00 a.m. start time and staying focused during the 90minute block periods. This year has also seen higher-than-average behavioral incidences and
struggling or failing students in comparison to years prior. A new equity approach to grading
removed late submission penalties for student work and the district has adopted Canvas as the
high school learning management system (LMS) to be a learning hub and resource for students
who may need to quarantine. There is greater emphasis on social emotional learning and care and
connection this year.
With respect to my specific classroom context, I teach part-time on a provisional license
on a 90-minute block schedule, with two periods of Spanish 1 in the afternoon blocks each day.
World language is not a high school graduation requirement, but it is a university entrance
requirement. Thus, students have various motivations for taking the course. Some have personal
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connections to the language and Spanish-speaking cultures as heritage learners and through
travel, family members who live abroad, and Spanish-speaking friends. Others are interested in
learning a language more generally and learning Spanish specifically for its utility value as a
widely spoken language, while others are obligated by parents or to meet the university entrance
requirement. My class sizes range from 25 to 29 students with various abilities and needs. For
example, one class consists of 26 students, of which four have Individualized Education Plans
(IEPs), two have 504 plans, five are identified as Gifted and Talented, and one is a receptive
heritage learner. The diversity in needs and abilities requires me to differentiate and
accommodate students, often resulting in increased scaffolding and access to Spanish for all
students.
I use a blend of two district-provided curricula, Somos 1 and Realidades 1. Somos 1 is a
natural language approach based on comprehensible input, unforced output for novices, and
proficiency-oriented instruction and assessment. Grammar takes a supplementary, implicit role
and is inductively taught. Common instructional strategies include Teaching Proficiency through
Reading and Storytelling (TPRS), Total Physical Response (TPR), cloze listening exercises,
comprehensible culture readings with about three to five core vocabulary words, and an overall
emphasis on the interpretive mode. In contrast, Realidades uses a textbook and a communicative
approach that has a more explicit focus on vocabulary and grammar, using direct instruction and
model dialogues followed by exercises that target the four language abilities. It frontloads a
larger amount of unit vocabulary, around 20-30 words, and places greater emphasis on student
language production, or output. Both emphasize TPR gestures and comprehensible input.
I tend to alternate between units from the two curricula and blend content and approaches
to balance comprehensible input with output in a method deemed Comprehensible Realidades.
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Units tend to cover about five days of instruction, followed by summative assessment on the
sixth day. My own philosophy is proficiency-oriented instruction with explicit, contextualized
grammar instruction reinforced by comprehensible input, in addition to output that promotes
syntactical language processing (Swain, 1995). The goal is to progress in proficiency and
achieve communicative competence.
Participants
Given the action-oriented, reflective nature of an action research approach, the main
participant in the study is myself, as the teacher, with a focus on my teaching practices. As my
learning progressed throughout my teacher preparation program, I became interested in a number
of ideas that would help me to improve my instruction. Ultimately, I decided to focus on the
main research areas outlined in my research questions of differentiation, a gradual release model,
and second language methods. To lend credibility to the results I will share from my self-study
of my practice, it is important to describe my role in the classroom where I teach. In this section I
will focus on describing my own classroom and my role as the teacher.
I have been the sole full-time teacher for the four Spanish 1 sections I teach since the start
of the school year in September 2021. In the four years prior, I have worked as a summer camp
counselor and education assistant with elementary age students and as an AVID tutor with
middle and high school students, in addition to observing and assisting in my former mentor
teacher’s high school Spanish classes. I was hired to teach part-time with a provisional license in
place of student teaching. As such, this year has combined what would have been student
teaching with the first-year teaching experience in a pandemic, which has made for a formative
learning experience. This is my first year with the full teaching responsibilities of planning,
instruction, and assessment, as well as classroom management. However, in spite of the
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challenges this year has posed, I have established good rapport with my students and have had
numerous opportunities for individual reflection and formal collaboration with my district
mentor and supervisors as well as informal meetings with my department colleagues.
Given my first-time experience with two different curricula with different language
instructional methods, I find myself in a unique position to combine and reflect on the
effectiveness of the two different approaches and my preference for a method, which has led me
to my research question on preferred language teaching method. My own learning in the teacher
program and the district push towards equity and embracing diversity has caused me to reflect on
how I differentiate and incorporate UDL principles so as to better meet the needs of all my
students. Furthermore, my own experience as a student and a desire to take pride in my
professional work and make a difference in the lives of adolescent learners has motivated me to
pursue high-leverage teaching practices. I designed my action research project to focus on these
questions and engage in self-improvement.
How I Studied My Teaching
My data set included two sets of lesson plans as well as observation feedback forms and
evaluation rubrics from both my university supervisor and vice principal, with one set from late
November to December 2021 towards the start of my teaching experience and the other from late
February to March 2022. Thus, there are a total of eight lesson plans, six observation forms, and
six evaluation rubrics across a combined period of six weeks of teaching. Additionally, I have
kept a reflective journal spanning the school year with entries following each new lesson I
taught, about two to three per week, up until the time of this writing in late April. I conducted
thematic analysis of the data set following the six-step process outlined by Braun and Clarke
(2012), as described below.
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First, when familiarizing myself with the data, I color coded potentially relevant portions
of copies of the data sources according to my three research questions. I then copied and pasted
the highlighted sections of text from data sources into a digital codebook with the code next to it,
which had the advantage of simultaneously collating the coded text and codes in one place, while
generating initial codes (Braun & Clarke, 2012). From there, I organized the codes into potential
themes in a digital table and then reviewed them and the data extracts for each to ensure a
coherent pattern. After creating a thematic map, I organized the extracts according to each theme
in a table and wrote within- and across-theme analyses, selecting representative data extracts for
each as exemplars. Throughout this process, I kept a digital diary, noting any surprising findings
and elaborating my thoughts on the emerging themes as they pertained to my research questions.
I utilized a combination of a top-down, deductive approach to thematic analysis — where
I brought my own series of concepts and codes to interpret the data — and an inductive approach
that pulled themes and codes from the data (Braun & Clarke, 2012). The concepts through which
I analyzed the data set again stemmed from my research questions and three themes they revolve
around: differentiation, diversity, and inclusion; high-leverage practices and gradual release; and
world language pedagogy. Regarding the first research question, I interpreted the data through
the lens of differentiation and UDL, analyzing how I planned to make my lessons accessible and
responsive to student needs with multiple means of engagement, representation, and expression.
For the second question, I compared the gradual release of responsibility across both the formal
fall and winter learning segments, as well as within the individual lessons.
Finally, for the third research question, I read through my reflective journal and coded for
initial impressions of the curriculum and perceived positives and negatives of the instructional
methods as I gained more experience with them. I copied relevant extracts and tabulated them in
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a pros and cons chart for both Realidades and Somos. Here I also applied the inductive approach,
analyzing my reflective journal, lesson plans, and interactions with colleagues and supervisors to
see what patterns and themes emerged from the data in regard to my preference for the two
different language methods I have used this school year.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
Overview
This chapter presents the findings in relation to my three research questions: How do I
differentiate in my lesson plans and instructional activities to respond to diverse student needs?
How does my teaching reflect a gradual release of responsibility? What is my preferred language
teaching method? My goals for this research were to analyze my teaching for evidence of
effective, responsive pedagogy with the expectation of finding progress over time and
identifying goals. Additionally, I wanted to determine my preferred language teaching method by
comparing the research behind two different methods and subsequent strategies and my
experience with them. The chapter is organized into three sections of data analysis around each
of these questions. Data was drawn from thematic analysis of lesson plans, observation feedback
and rubrics, and journal reflections.
Analysis and Discussion of Differentiation and UDL
How do I differentiate in my lesson plans and instructional activities to respond to diverse
student needs? Differentiation is both an inclusive teaching model and mindset that counters the
adage of teaching to the middle (Davis & Autin, 2020). Teaching to the middle generalizes
instruction with an average student in mind, leaving struggling students behind and abandoning
higher-achieving students or saddling them with busy work. In contrast, differentiation adapts
instruction to meet learner needs, an essential when considering Vygotsky’s zone of proximal
development. My Spanish classes have, on average, three students identified as talented and
gifted, five students on IEPs and five on 504s, most commonly for ADHD, dyslexia, and other
specific learning disabilities, as well as visual impairment. Additionally, even in an introductory
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Spanish 1 course, students have a range of prior knowledge and experience with language, from
none at all beyond “Hola,” to having Spanish-speaking friends and family members who live
abroad. Thus, a variety of ability levels and learning needs are represented in my classes, making
differentiation essential to challenge them in their individual zones of proximal development.
Data for this first question came primarily from my formal fall and winter lesson plans
and feedback from and conversation with my university supervisor and TOSA mentor. However,
again given the “spiraling nature” of data collection in action research, relevant data from my
reflective journal and student feedback emerged and was included in this analysis, particularly in
considering differentiation during instruction versus planning (Padak & Padak, 1994, p. 2). I
begin by analyzing observation and rubric feedback before analyzing my two sets of formal unit
plans from late November to early December and March. I then analyze and discuss
representative reflective journal entries and relevant data points that emerged throughout
instruction, such as student work and feedback, before summarizing the key findings with regard
to my first research question.
Observation Rubric Feedback
As described previously in Chapter 3, the CPAST rubric consists of fourteen “look fors”
or pedagogical criteria across the domains of planning, instructional delivery, assessment,
dispositions, professional commitment and behaviors, professional relationships, and critical
thinking and reflective practice. Each criterion is evaluated on a 2-point scale ranging from
“Does not meet expectations” at zero, to “Emerging,” for a score of one to “Meets expectations”
for a high score of two. My performance on these rubrics, according to my university supervisor
and vice principal, and their combined consensus score in both the fall and winter are
summarized in Figure 1 below. The total score was out of 28 possible points.
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Figure 1
Fall and Winter CPAST Rubric Scores

CPAST Rubric Scores
28

28

26

26
22.5

23
19
18

University Supervisor
13

Vice Principal

Combined Consensus
8

3

-2

Fall 2021

Winter 2022

According to the winter consensus rubric, my overall score was 26 with an average
individual criteria score of 1.86, in comparison to 22.5 and 1.61 respectively in the fall. There
was a 16% increase in the total consensus score between the fall and winter evaluations. Scores
greater than 21 and 1.5 respectively indicate that I, as the teacher candidate, lean more towards
meeting expectations than emerging, and I improved on those measures over the course of the
year. While I received feedback and goals from my university supervisor, their rubric scores
were missing from the winter evaluation, hence the lack of a data point for the winter scores.
However, they noted that my teaching performance met expectations and identified two goal
areas, each connecting to one of the fourteen criteria. Assuming those two criteria were marked
“emerging” for a score of one, then the rubric total would be 26, like the fall. There was a
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marked increase in performance based on the vice principal’s assessment, with a score of 28
indicating that I met expectations on all criteria. The increase in both the rubric scores from my
vice principal and from the consensus from both evaluators demonstrate progress over time and
that overall, I am close to meeting expectations across all pedagogical domains.
According to the fall evaluation of my vice principal, I met expectations in the domains
of instructional delivery – particularly digital tools and resources, and a positive learning
environment – and professional behaviors and commitments. Some of the domains and specific
criteria marked as emerging were standards and learning targets, assessment of P-12 learning,
data-guided instruction, feedback to learners, assessment techniques, and professional
collaboration. The overall trend suggested learning targets, assessment, and professional
collaboration as focus areas for improvement. Within those focus areas, however, the vice
principal emphasized the first criteria as a goal. They stated:
Focusing on the Standards and Objectives/Targets daily can be crucial for students to
know what they're expected to do daily or what they will leave class being able to do. It
will also help students know why what they are learning is relevant to them. Revisit the
objective/target throughout the lesson.
One of the comments was that they did not notice the learning target posted, but may have
missed it. I wrote objectives on a corner of the board, but the feedback indicates to me that I
could move them or could better highlight them for students and other viewers, in addition to
revisiting them throughout the lesson to make learning relevant and purposeful.
My university supervisor indicated a similar fall goal of posting the learning targets, in
addition to differentiation. Those two goals were also the specified consensus goals for
improvement from both my university supervisor and the vice principal on the fall evaluation
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and they corresponded to the emerging rubric “look fors” of “A. Focus for Learning: Standards
and Objectives/Targets” and “D. Checking for Understanding and Adjusting Instruction through
Formative Assessment,” respectively. The goal descriptions were to “Post or direct attention to
the targets. /objectives of the day,” and “Provide opportunities for challenging students and for
interventions as needed.” Thus, fall observation feedback confirmed my self-evaluation of
differentiation as a goal area, while also highlighting the need to not only post the learning
targets, but also draw students’ attention to them and revisit them throughout the lesson to
provide a purpose for learning.
I was intentional during planning and instruction to meet those goals in the winter, which
was reflected in my supervisor’s winter observation feedback. I aimed to start each lesson with
the objectives and how they correlated to the lesson’s agenda or planned activities and to provide
clear transitions between them. I also started providing unit overviews and objectives for
students at the start of a new unit so that they would know what to expect and have a real
communicative purpose for the vocabulary and grammar structures that were to be introduced.
For instance, in a recent April unit, I highlighted the unit goals of being able to describe
bullfighting and express their opinion, connecting those objectives to a possible assessment
prompt that would evaluate their ability to do that. I then introduced the new vocabulary and
connected it back to the lesson and unit objectives, such as how “pienso que” is a common
expression for sharing opinions that means “I think that,” before contextualizing it in
comprehensible questions and short stories. In January and February observations, both
evaluators noted that the learning targets, directions, and procedures were appropriately
communicated to students and were both posted and discussed. In March, my supervisor
provided the same feedback while adding that I had very well-organized activities and was
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consistently cueing students to transition into the next activity. An entry from my reflective
journal in late April corroborates the progress on my goal to direct attention to the learning
targets and clarify the purpose for the lesson activities:
I explained that [the Easy Spanish video] was authentic, full-speed listening practice to
attune their ears to the rate of native speech and directed students back to the learning
objective of being able to understand familiar words in context. I set listening
expectations by clarifying that they could use the subtitles to understand, but I wanted
them to try and see if they could catch any familiar words in Spanish. Students were
engaged, with new voices that were rarely hear sharing words they recognized and their
excitement about catching "salud mental."
My supervisor additionally identified differentiation as a strength during the March
observation, noting that there were “multiple modalities for presenting information and allowing
exchanges of the students” as well as “one to one check-ins and sentence frames.” The winter
observations of my vice principal also indicated that there was both whole-class and individual
differentiation and that I circled the room many times to check-in and provide feedback to
individual students. They further indicated technology integration, engagement, and pacing as
instructional strengths in their March observation. Somewhat surprisingly, different criteria were
highlighted as goals following the winter observations. Both my university supervisor and vice
principal came to the consensus that my goals going forward were to focus on assessment and
data-guided instruction, areas on which I have reflected and concur I could improve upon. The
goal descriptions were to “continue to utilize a variety of assessment strategies to differentiate
for L2 assessment,” such as exit tickets, peer assessment, and language production and,
afterwards, use assessment results to differentiate, review and modify lessons for students, and
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drive future planning and instruction. As final words and next steps, my supervisor said,
“Continue to use best practices to set up your classes for success,” and the vice principal echoed
the sentiment in their winter rubric comments.
The rubric results from my supervisor indicate growth on my fall goals of differentiation
and highlighting learning targets. The organization and detail of the plans, student relationships,
and lesson transitions, pacing, and flow were additionally consistently cited as instructional
strengths. Goals going forward have shifted somewhat from differentiation more broadly to a
narrower focus now on differentiation in assessment, data-guided assessment, and differentiating
up to make more intentional, targeted adjustments for my specific students. Both parties
indicated that I as the teacher candidate met expectations. Thus, based on rubric scores, the
development of new goals, and observation feedback, the evidence suggests that I have improved
at differentiation over time, both within planning and instruction.
Analysis of Lesson Plans, Reflective Journal, and Feedback
In analyzing my lesson plans, I specifically focused on the sections of the template titled:
“How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural
diversity, students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.),” and “What technology supports, or
integration is included in this lesson?” to consider how I adapted and scaffolded instruction to
meet learner needs. The observations and feedback of both my supervisor and vice principal
corroborated my accounts of differentiation in my reflective journal and lesson plan analysis and
my supervisor noted in their observation feedback that checks for understanding and
differentiation to meet the needs of all learners were detailed in the lesson plans. However, even
while the planned supports in the fall may have been adequate to some extent, Figures 2 and 3
compare excerpts of planned supports from lessons in both the fall and winter.
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Figure 2
Differentiation Excerpt from Fall Lesson Plan 3, December 1, 2021

Figure 3
Differentiation Excerpt from Winter Lesson Plan 5 March 10, 2022

The excerpts highlight how I have become more thoughtful and improved on how I
support both the whole class and individual students over time. The description of the fall
supports was more broad, vague, and universal in that they were the same supports I included in
the majority of my lessons, such as preferential seating, modeling, and the choice of gestures or
oral responses. In contrast, the excerpt from the March lesson plan is more detailed with both
whole-class and individualized supports and explicit description of the scaffolds unique to that
lesson to differentiate via process. I not only state I will model, scaffold, and do individual
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check-ins, but also concretely describe how I will provide those supports, such as through a
whole-class tutorial, presentation templates, and requesting specific key information when
checking for understanding. Compared to the fall, I planned more detailed whole-class, smallgroup, and individual supports to address the needs of diverse learners.
Technology to Address UDL Principles
A theme that emerged from lesson plan analysis in both fall and winter was the variety of
consistent whole-class strategies and universal accommodations to differentiate. Some universal
accommodations that were implemented across lesson plans were preferential seating for
students with IEPs, extra time for completion with the elimination of late submission penalties,
and chunking large projects into manageable steps. I created multiple means of engagement and
action and expression, two UDL principles, through providing opportunities for students “…to
respond using gestures, English, or Spanish to my Spanish questions,” in addition to frequent
student choice for independent or group work and the incorporation of technology. As for
multiple means of representation, the third UDL principle, I had supporting slide presentations
and visuals for each lesson to supplement instruction and provide paired oral and visual
directions. The combination of the two or more sensory modes better illustrated a concept and
offered students the possibility of revisiting directions, which was not possible through oral
directions alone. For example, I would project written instructions on a slide, discuss and model
them for the class, and include an icon that represents the skill or task students are expected to
engage in, such as writing or listening icons, a speech bubble, or a book. In short, lesson plan
analysis supported my university supervisor’s assertion in the winter that my lessons included
“multiple modalities for presenting information” and facilitated students’ exchanges, a practice
that extended back to the beginning of the year.
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Figure 4 provides an example of how I use technology and visuals to enhance learning
and provide visual directions and modeling to support comprehension and engagement. The
slides came from a lesson in which students made language connections between Latin, Spanish,
and English by comparing vocabulary with shared roots and engaged in a vocabulary
brainstorming activity, using numerical word roots to make connections to the new vocabulary
on ordinal numbers in Spanish. Following the brainstorm, the pictures of Roman architecture in
Spain were a personal addition on my part to supplement the curriculum and underscore the
Latin influence on Spain and the language. Students expressed interest in seeing the pictures,
which helped support the main idea and make it more meaningful.
Figure 4
Using Technology and Visuals to Enhance Instruction and Learning
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Another theme and strength of my differentiation has been the incorporation of
technology to provide multiple means of action and expression, a UDL principle. Since the
beginning of the year, I have utilized Canvas as a learning hub for students where I post each
lesson’s objectives and to-dos, mainly for absent students in times of COVID to stay on pace
with the class. It does have the added benefit of allowing students to revisit past instruction and
even include additional resources that did not make it into the lesson, such as additional
infographics or links to videos. My supervisor commented in both winter observation feedback
forms that pre-posting work in Canvas to go back and reference in class was an effective
instructional strategy that facilitated opportunities for point recovery and additional exposure to
materials in order to excel and demonstrate mastery.
Similarly to my supervisor, the vice principal also stated in February feedback that I, as
the candidate, do a great job of integrating technology and digital tools to engage learners. I have
allowed students the option of using their school devices to take notes and frequently see
students taking notes in their notebooks, a word processor, or occasionally the notes app on their
phone when given permission to use personal devices. Early in the year I also discovered the tool
PearDeck through my TOSA mentor, which I used daily to cast lesson slides to student devices,
make them interactive, and collect formative assessments. In addition to note-taking, I also at
times permitted students to use a phone for online activities like Quizlet or Gimkit as the mobile
interface is often more suitable for the task at hand, such as dragging and matching vocabulary
flashcards. Thus, I incorporate technology and digital tools in a variety of ways to engage
students and provide multiple means of representation and expression. However, students are not
always on task on their devices. Responsible device use can be challenging in general for
adolescents with developing executive functioning and particularly for those on 504s for ADHD.
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If off-task, I prompt students to re-engage with the activity or complete it using paper and pencil.
However, clearer policies and consistent enforcement of device use in my classroom, in addition
to a moderating system like Lightspeed, are a must for future instruction to incorporate
technology more successfully as learning tools.
Responsiveness to Individual Needs
Journal analysis shows that I have become more responsive to both whole-class and
individual student needs not only in planning, but during instruction as well. In a February entry
I stated that “Differentiation is becoming easier and more automatic to implement over time. I’m
thinking about how I can provide choice while still scaffolding for students through a gradual
release.” The increasing ease of differentiation may be due to increased familiarity and
knowledge of my students and how to support them as individuals. As an example, during one
lesson in March 2022, I allowed a student with an IEP for dyslexia to use their phone to take
photos of the slides. Later that month following their annual IEP meeting, the use of their phone
to take photos of instructional materials in all their classes was added as an accommodation to
their plan, indicating that the adjustment was beneficial to them and helped with note-taking.
As another instance of individual responsiveness, for one student, I have adjusted and
resized instructional materials to be in a larger font per their IEP. However, I not only simply
resized the font, but often reformatted the document so as to be more accessible and user-friendly
in a print format for the student. Some documents like PDFs were not as easily edited and
required more creativity to rearrange and reformat components. I also often shared a copy of the
document for the student to have the option to zoom and edit electronically, but I liked to provide
print materials for inclusivity when their peers were also receiving them. In the fall, the process
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was more time consuming, but I quickly found a standard format procedure to convert materials
into an accessible version for this student.
Differentiating Up
While I have focused on differentiating to bring up struggling students, a pattern that
emerged from the data was a lack of adequately differentiating up for higher-achieving students.
Direct student feedback on a school schedule summative project in March highlighted the
disparity and was spiraled into the data set. On their Mi Horario projects, in which students
described their school schedule, there was an array of responses regarding Spanish class. A few
students indicated that it was difficult, some indicated that it was fun, interesting, and easy, while
others indicated that it was easy and boring, with one student even using a new vocabulary word
“lento,” to say they felt it was slow. It is the students at either end of this spectrum that I need to
focus on in adjusting instruction to scaffold their learning and adequately challenge and support
them. Perhaps unsurprisingly, it is generally the higher-achieving students stating that the class is
easy and boring for them. The same student who felt the class was slow makes keen grammar
observations, asks for deeper explanations, and requests additional resources to explore. They are
engaged, but in need of instruction that challenges them and extends and expands on their ability
to advance them further in their language proficiency.
The student project feedback indicates a goal area moving forward to focus on
differentiating up for higher-achieving students and reevaluating the pace of the course and
extension opportunities available for them to grow and apply their knowledge and skills.
Tomlinson (2015) describes “teaching up,” (p. 205) as the process of selecting a target group of
students or ability level for planning purposes, such as grade level, and then making
accommodations to differentiate up or down for different levels of academic readiness. With
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differentiation and student feedback in mind, I anticipated an upcoming reading activity in April
for which two versions of a leveled reading were offered in the plans and sought colleague
feedback on how to offer both without targeting or making assumptions about student ability
level. I decided to print both readings on a double-sided sheet of paper, with the same set of
comprehension questions for all students. I explained to students that there was a standard and
more challenging version of the reading with the same information and encouraged them to try
the challenging version first and use the standard version for additional support as needed. I
followed up with a whole-class read aloud, modeling reading strategies and translating the more
advanced reading to support comprehension and push students further into their zone of proximal
development. Offering both readings to all students was simple and efficient, demonstrating how
differentiation does not need to be individualized instruction nor much additional prep. It is also
an example of how I am beginning to address the need to differentiate up while still aiming to
support students at different levels of academic readiness through leveled readings.
So how do I differentiate in my lesson plans and instructional activities to respond to
diverse student needs? The findings suggest that I am intentional in my incorporation of planned
supports and am flexible during instruction to accommodate diverse student needs. I use
technology as a universal accommodation while also knowing my students as individuals and
adapting materials to increase their access to the content. The process has become more intuitive
and automatic for me over time, but I still have ways to improve on differentiation. While I
include various supports to differentiate down for struggling students, I need to consider how to
support and challenge higher-achieving students. In addition to differentiating up, an additional
goal that arose out of this research is increased data-driven instruction and diversity of
assessments. I want to aim to use formative assessment to better adapt instruction to my specific
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students and adjust instruction as a learning segment progresses. Furthermore, I want to increase
the means of engagement, action, and expression, particularly with regard to reducing
distractions, varying response methods and tools, and promoting self-regulation, progress
monitoring, and note-taking and study strategies for information management, all
subcomponents of the three UDL principles (CAST, 2018).
Analysis and Discussion of a Gradual Release of Responsibility
How does my teaching reflect a gradual release of responsibility? The gradual release
model was the primary high-leverage practice with which I approached the data set for deductive
analysis. It is a broad model that includes additional high-leverage practices such as activating
and bridging prior knowledge, modeling, thinking aloud, scaffolding, and collaboration. Data for
this question came primarily from my formal fall and winter lesson plans to look at the level of
planned supports across the units. I begin by analyzing how I planned for a gradual release
across learning segments before looking at gradual release within individual lessons. I
demonstrated progress over time by comparing the GRR between the fall and winter lesson
plans, as well as drawing on lesson reflections and journal entries from those points in time.
GRR Across Learning Segments
Thematic analysis of the lesson plans highlighted a pattern of a gradual release of
responsibility both within lessons and across learning segments in both the fall and winter.
Meanwhile, journal reflections demonstrated increased competency and intentionality of GRR in
planning and instruction, particularly in the winter. My fall Lesson 1 reflection from November
22nd captured how I had a gradual release in mind when planning out the progression of skills in
the learning segment:
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I start the unit with mainly reading and listening, receptive skills, to first expose students
to the input before they organize and produce it themselves. The listening expectations
are also clarified, with the goal being to listen for isolated words as that is the stage of
the listening process novice learners are at, and learners are given the opportunity to
relisten. TPR and physical action help reinforce language by associating the command or
vocab with the action, making it more meaningful (Horwitz, 2021).
For comparison, I was able to offer a more detailed explanation when reflecting on the gradual
release in my winter lesson plans and justifying the sequence of learning. I stated that the plans
build on each other by following a gradual release of responsibility and progressing in demand
across the segment. Within communicative modes, there was a flexible release in which there are
greater scaffolds in the earlier lessons and as different abilities are targeted that gradually
decrease as the learning segment progresses and students develop greater proficiency. For
example, the first two lessons in the winter segment focus on receptive, interpretive
communication for students by introducing the new vocabulary in a meaningful context through
dialogue, TPR, visuals, and personalized questions and answers (PQA). The first lesson
emphasizes input and teacher-directed activities while the second lesson uses more collaborative
and individual exercises to practice interpretive communication.
In the third winter lesson, which primarily focuses on interpersonal communication for
the first time, students are provided a handout with the questions they will ask their partners in
Spanish whereas the situation cards in lesson four prompt students in English to ask and respond
to questions about each other’s school schedules in Spanish. Finally, presentational
communication, which is a more formal, individual mode of communication, is the focus of the
final lesson, in which students formally design and present their school schedules as a summative
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culmination of their language abilities in regard to the central focus. In all, the standards and
learning objectives progress from receptive skills, interpretive communication, and input that
helps students acquire the language and focus on meaning, towards more productive, outputoriented skills that require them to syntactically process and organize the language in
collaboration with peers and on their own. They progress from more informal interpersonal
communication to more formal output in the form of an individual presentation.
The progression in demand across unit bellringers, or campanadas, also captured the
gradual release over the duration of the unit. They follow a general pattern of correcting errors,
filling in the blanks with new vocabulary, translating to English, translating to Spanish, and then
responding to open-ended questions in Spanish, with each of these activities representing a new
day in the unit. A new unit typically started by asking students to correct the errors of a small
paragraph in Spanish, which used familiar vocabulary words from past units and incorporated
common errors I saw in their work based on assessment data. Once new unit vocab was
introduced, on the second day I tended to have students fill in the blanks of a couple Spanish
sentences using the new vocabulary. On the third and fourth days, students typically translated a
Spanish paragraph to English and then an English paragraph to Spanish, before responding to
open-ended Spanish questions on the fifth day. Not all bellringers followed this pattern, but that
was a general trend across units and the progression in demand and reduction in scaffolding was
noticeable. There was increasing use of the new vocabulary and grammar structures as well as
requirement of the target language, with decreasing scaffolding as well until students could write
a free response in Spanish with newly acquired language. Figure 5 shows two bellringers, one
from the beginning of the winter unit in March and one from the end, to depict the reduction in
scaffolding as students became more competent.
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Figure 5
Gradual Release in Winter Bellringers

GRR within a Learning Segment
In addition to the gradual release across during a learning segment, I consistently
followed a gradual release module within individual lesson plans as well. I analyzed the first and
third lessons of both my fall and winter units for a total of four of the eight total lessons. I chose
beginning and mid-point lessons to measure the gradual release within each lesson as well as
compare between the units at similar points in instruction to measure change over time. I
assigned a numerical value to the four phases of the GRR model as described by Fisher and Frey
(2008) and the popular catchphrase from Webb et al. (2019): teacher-regulated (“I do”) was
assigned a value of four, guided instruction (“We do together”) a value of three, collaborative
learning (“You do together”) a value of two, and student-regulated, independent practice (“You
do alone”) a value of one. Scaffolded independent work was rated as a 1.5 to indicate that it was
not 100% under student responsibility.
As stated in Chapter 2, teacher-regulated strategies included explicit instruction,
modeling and think-alouds. Strategies such as graphic organizers, guided notetaking, and KWL
charts were considered guided instruction while collaborative work consisted of activities such as
shared readings, discussion, and partner or small group work (Buehl, 2017). Finally, independent
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practice included individual applications of the lesson concepts, such as exit tickets and textbook
and listening exercises. I analyzed the selected lesson plans and rated each activity according to
the phase of gradual release and corresponding 4-point scale. The results are illustrated in Figure
6. The Y-axis represents the degree of student versus teacher responsibility, with higher scores
representing greater levels of teacher regulation. Each line represents a lesson and each data
point on the line is an activity from the lesson. The activities are connected in the order in which
they appeared in the lesson to demonstrate the degree to which there was a gradual release of
responsibility. The expectation was that the gradual release in the lessons would trend
downwards towards increased student responsibility as teacher scaffolds decreased.
Figure 6
Gradual Release in Planning

Gradual Release in Planning
Student-Teacher Responsibility

4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1

Lesson Activities

Fall Lesson 1

Fall Lesson 3

Winter Lesson 1

Winter Lesson 3

In plotting the activities, it was difficult at times to determine where they were located
within the gradual release model because several are not strictly independent, but rather
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scaffolded individual practice similar to a “we do together” phase. I frequently allowed the
choice between independent or collaborative work or provide direct instruction and modeled
immediately before an individual activity, followed by a collaborative review. However, I scored
the activities largely based on the nature of the activity itself. From Figure 6, the viewer can see
that the early lesson plans in the fall included fewer activities scoring at a 2 or 3, indicating a
majority were either teacher directed or scaffolded or fully independent practice. In Lesson 1, for
instance, there was a sudden release of responsibility in which I lectured on how the verb gustar
was structured in Spanish to communicate likes and dislikes, which was followed up almost
entirely by various forms of independent listening activities to provide input. The third fall
lesson similarly started with a grammar lecture on forming negatives followed by independent
practice completing sentence stems. The lesson did, however, include more collaborative
activities in the last half, such as the partner speaking activity “Debbie Deprimente” and a wholeclass interpersonal activity with “Te Gusta Bingo.”
In contrast, the winter lessons had a more gradual release of responsibility, and I was
more intentional about highlighting it in my individual plans. In Winter Lesson 1, I introduced
and contextualized new vocabulary through student identification of cognates, model dialogues,
and visuals and guided student notetaking, all of which are more teacher-directed activities to
begin the lesson and new unit. I then planned for students to use sentence stems to write about
their school schedules and engage in a collaborative, small-group read aloud before following up
with a video story depicting the content of the reading to target listening practice. In response to
the template prompt on how I addressed the needs of diverse learners, I noted that “A variety of
audiovisual supports and modeling of activities are included in a gradual release of
responsibility.”
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The winter plans also included more planned activities overall, as I had extended the
lesson by adding in more collaborative and guided instruction. In practice, we did not have time
for some of the individual practice exercises during the same lesson, but that allowed us to revisit
the concept in the next lesson for spaced repetition. The third winter lesson began with a
scaffolded interpersonal communicative activity, which was collaborative in nature, before
transitioning to direct instruction on verb conjugation. One of the grammar objectives for the unit
was being able to conjugate AR verbs. In my Winter Lesson 3 reflection from March 4th, I
justified my instructional choices by connecting to the research on a gradual release, highlighting
how I was intentional in structuring the activities to scaffold student learning and autonomy:
A gradual release of responsibility from teacher- to student-directed learning scaffolds
autonomous learning and understanding (Buehl, 2017). The modeling stage in particular
has overwhelming support from students, with almost all indicating they would prefer
activities be modeled more than once (Lin & Cheng, 2010). I gradually release
responsibility of verb conjugation to students over the course of the lesson, first
explaining the concept, modeling it twice with verbs and eliciting class input, using a
collaborative practice game, and finally individual conjugation on Conjuguemos.
Compared to the fall, I was also more intentional when planning in the winter to explicitly
indicate high-leverage practices in my plans, as seen in the highlighted portions of Figure 7.
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Figure 7
GRR in Winter Lesson 3 Excerpt

A pattern I noticed in both the fall and winter formal plans was how many listening
activities were in the first lessons. Fall Lesson 1, for example, consisted almost entirely of more
individual listening exercises. In hindsight, I would swap the order of the activities and allow
partner collaboration during the cloze in between each playthrough of the song. The lessons,
particularly the introductory ones, in general could benefit from more guided instruction and
collaborative opportunities. However, while the first lesson of the fall plan was a more sudden
release of responsibility, composed of more teacher-directed and individual listening exercises,
reflective excerpts from the plan indicate that the lesson went successfully. Students overall were
engaged and enjoyed the authentic listening practice in the form of a song. Additionally, the
formative assessments such as the exit ticket measured their ability regarding the learning
objectives to identify likes and dislikes by listening to new vocabulary in context. Some of the
scaffolds such as interactive Pear Deck exercises, cloze listening, and frequent Think-Pair-Share
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supported student understanding and reduced the degree of student responsibility. I commented
in that lesson reflection in November that “In short, Pear Deck, authentic activities, TPR, and
comprehensible input will continue to be staples in my future teaching,” and I have indeed
continued to use those strategies.
Figure 6 additionally shows that the lessons did not follow a strictly linear release of
responsibility. There was some backtracking between activities within a lesson from more
individual to more collaborative or even back to direct instruction. On a block schedule in
particular, I often combined and adjusted two plans from the provided curriculum that were
originally designed for 50-minute classes into a single 90-minute lesson. This was not
necessarily against best practice. In fact, Webb et al. (2019) argued that the gradual release
model would be more aptly named a flexible release of responsibility. To reiterate a point from
the literature review, the GRR process is not intended to be rigidly adhered to as a daily lesson
plan format, nor is it strictly linear. Rather, it is flexible, able to cover varying lengths of
instruction and adapt to meet learners’ needs (Webb et al., 2019). Teachers need to know their
students and adapt instruction accordingly, knowing when to release responsibility for students
to independently apply the concepts and skills (Fisher & Frey, 2008). Thus, it is not uncommon
to hold off on independent practice in introductory lessons when students are still processing the
new information. Data from journal reflection, observation, and formative assessment supported
the assertion of a flexible release, indicating that overall students were engaged and meeting
learning objectives.
Analysis and Discussion of World Language Instruction
What is my preferred language teaching method? This is a question I have been asking
myself since the beginning of the school year. Prior to my world language pedagogy courses in
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the fall and winter, my language teaching philosophy leaned towards Communicative Language
Teaching (CLT) as I believed the purpose of language was communication. I believed that
language teachers should be in the target language as much as possible while still being
comprehensible. Language teachers must develop both language forms, such as grammar and
vocabulary, and the language abilities of listening, reading, writing, and speaking.
Given that this was my first year teaching Spanish, I had the chance to put theory into
practice and test different language methods, which led to my research question of determining
my preferred method. I had two different curricula available to work with, Somos and
Realidades, so I found myself in an ideal position to compare the two methods, a natural and
communicative approach, respectively. I journaled to record my observations and reflections,
discussed with colleagues and classmates in my content pedagogy courses, and explored second
language learning and acquisition research to answer my question. In the following sections, I
describe the typical cycle of instruction and research behind both methods. Additionally, I
compare their advantages and disadvantages as well as the perceived engagement and language
proficiency of students to determine my preference.
The Natural and Communicative Methods
As previously stated in Chapter 3, the Somos curriculum adopts a Natural Approach to
language learning that is primarily based on Krashen’s (1982) monitor model. Krashen’s (1982)
hypotheses distinguish between language learning versus acquisition, stressing subconscious,
internalized acquisition over explicit, conscious learning of the language. Language is acquired
through what Krashen (1982) terms comprehensible input, which is meaningful exposure to the
language, of which the learner understands the majority. Somos is deemed a comprehensible
curriculum that emphasizes meaningful language exposure, grammar in context over language
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drills, and proficiency-based instruction that assesses communication rather than strictly
grammatical accuracy. Each unit focuses on three to five high frequency target structures, such
as the verbs tiene, va, and hay, or “has,” “goes,” and “there is/are” respectively. Per Krashen’s
affective filter hypothesis, output in the target language is not forced for novice learners.
Students have many ways of responding and are allowed to produce the language in a low-stakes
environment to reduce anxiety around speaking, which is particularly common in adolescent
learners (Lightbown & Spada, 2013).
A typical unit of instruction in the Somos curriculum follows a gradual release model that
decreases scaffolds over time. Each unit begins with providing extensive input to introduce and
contextualize target structures through strategies like personalized questions and answers, direct
translation, and visuals. Then input-based activities, like a TPRS story or clip chat narration,
reinforce the structures and provide additional exposure. This message abundancy and
redundancy over time helps learners assimilate new information and is particularly important for
emergent bilinguals (Walqui, 2006). The input-based activities are also heavily teacher directed
to offer initial excerpt-novice scaffolding. At this point in instruction, the scaffolding begins to
decrease as the activities progress to collaborative and co-constructed tasks, such as group
readings, class-created stories, and modeled writing. Then students have opportunities for
structured output, such as writing their own story with additional resources before they are
individually summatively assessed on their listening, reading, and writing abilities and the cycle
starts again (Elliott, 2021).
While Somos and Realidades both identify communication as the primary goal of
language learning, Realidades uses a textbook and a communicative approach that emphasizes
language learning through communicative tasks, but with a more explicit focus on language
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forms like vocabulary and grammar. Approximately 20-30 vocabulary words are frontloaded
through model dialogues and teacher input, followed by a videohistoria short story, and
reinforced through various listening, reading, speaking, and writing activities in the textbook.
There is an end-of-unit summative assessment of listening, reading, writing, and occasionally
speaking skills, as well as culture and grammar points. Every chapter, consisting of two units,
has a theme project, such as a weather report, where students apply what they have learned in a
more hands-on manner. Each lesson typically includes an explicit grammar point, with an inset
text box and supporting GramActiva video to repeat and illustrate the structure.
The text is accompanied by additional guided practice activities, an audio and writing
workbook, a series of grammar videos, and a student workbook for independent practice. Each
chapter of the text focuses on a theme, such as food or personal characteristics, as well as an
English cultural highlight of a Spanish-speaking country and a theme project. The exercises tend
to gradually reduce the level of scaffolds, such as from sentence stems to open-ended questions.
Realidades purports to use TPR gestures and comprehensible input (CI), but not to the extent that
Somos does. After five lessons on a block schedule, students are summatively assessed on
listening, reading, writing, and speaking. Often the speaking assessment is incorporated into the
theme project presentations and scored on a rubric.
An Evidence-Based Comparison of Somos and Realidades
From review of my journal and annotated bibliographies of course readings, in addition
to a literature review and conversations with experienced colleagues, I identified various pros
and cons to each curriculum. The main criteria that emerged as key points in determining my
preferred method were grammar and vocabulary instruction, assessments, the integration of
language and culture, instructional materials, student language abilities, and the ease of
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implementation. I preferred Somos to Realidades on all points except grammar instruction and
ease of implementation.
Vocabulary and Grammar
A review of the literature supports the Somos method of vocabulary instruction. Lewis’
(2005) concepts of idiomaticity and collocations imply that best practice is to learn vocabulary in
meaningful chunks, rather than word-by-word translation and singular words. Both Lewis (2005)
and Bromley (2007) recommend limiting new vocabulary to around seven words, although
Bromley (2007) states three to five as being ideal. Somos makes frequent use of home language
translation to support learner comprehension, but also often teaches three to five new target
structures in chunks. For instance, the core vocabulary in the most recent unit was the
expressions su hermano va a, tiene una novia, and está enjado, or “his/her brother goes to,” “s/he
has a girlfriend,” and “s/he is mad.” The vocabulary is chunked into smaller units, while
potentially consisting of seven to ten new individual words. Learning vocabulary in common
collocations helps learners attach grammatical words like articles and prepositions to the meancarrying nouns, as in the target structure su hermano va a (Lewis, 2005).
Nation (2003) also advised against learning like words together, such as food vocabulary,
all at once as is done Realidades. The Realidades curriculum frontloads around twenty new,
thematic vocabulary words at the start of a unit, in contrast with the evidence-based method of
Somos and the small set of distinct vocabulary words or expressions. Bromley (2007) suggested
word analysis, read-alouds, word walls, games, peer teaching new vocabulary, modeling the use
of context clues for meaning, and visual representations of words, among others, as strategies for
teaching vocabulary. Realidades does occasionally include games, reading comprehension
strategies like using cognates, and word analysis as in the word root language exploration
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activity mentioned earlier. However, Somos does so consistently, frequently emphasizing and
using cognates, TPR gestures, and incorporating read alouds paired with written text to provide
comprehensible input for students.
Nonetheless, I do often supplement the provided unit vocabulary in Somos. I would
preview the summative assessments and the writing prompt and consider what additional
supporting vocabulary would help students comprehend and communicate. I also always
explicitly included one or two new writing connectors to help students achieve greater sentence
fluency and academic writing in Spanish. I would add around three supporting vocabulary words
or phrases to the vocabulary slide in the first lesson and aim to adjust instructional materials and
instruction to weave them into the unit. I myself received little formal instruction on transition
words as a student until a college professor shared a comprehensive handout. I still have it, it has
helped my writing immensely, and I wish I had had it sooner. I wanted to start building that into
instruction for my students from their first year of Spanish.
Furthermore, as a student who had learned from the Realidades grammar-based
approach, I connected with the experience of struggling with what sounded right and using
appropriate prepositional phrases when speaking or writing, as I had often only learned singular
vocabulary words and the corresponding article. In a conversation with a teacher who used
Somos, they recognized the large vocabularies of students who came from Realidades
classrooms. However, they cited various authors and research that supported CI-based methods
for language learning and highlighted listening comprehension as strengths of Somos. They also
alluded to the fact that people commonly indicate they do not remember any of their language
learning from high school when taught using traditional grammar-based methods, while students
who learned through CI methods seemed to have better retention, which could be a direction for
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future personal research and professional development. The key points from my discussion with
my colleague in support of Somos can be seen in my journal entry from February 11th:
Discussing curriculum with colleagues, Realidades students have greater vocab (form),
but Somos students have better listening comprehension (ability). They also have greater
proficiency, i.e. students can pick vocab out in context, and will have better developed
skills and ability to deduce meaning. Also, grammar-based methods call into question
student retention of vocab with large lists per unit and relate back to the concept of
Hebbian learning (use it or lose it), whereas Somos spirals vocab and gets several
meaningful repetitions which helps students remember it (Nation, 2003).
This entry and corresponding conversation indicate a potential difference in communicative
proficiency as well as linguistic knowledge between a student who learned Spanish via Somos
and a student who learned via Realidades. Somos students appear to have stronger language
abilities while Realidades students have greater knowledge of language forms. However, it must
be noted that these observations are largely anecdotal, based on a very small sample size, and are
only correlation, as various other factors like learner differences and other vocabulary instruction
techniques could account for different outcomes.
The main drawback to Somos, and where I prefer Realidades, is the explicit grammar
instruction or lack thereof. Somos does incorporate some grammar instruction in the form of
“pop-up grammar,” but rarely explicitly and often only as noticed or questioned by curious,
observant students. While Krashen (1982), and consequently the natural approach in Somos,
deemphasized conscious language learning, Gitsaki (1998) argued that unconscious acquisition
was overemphasized by Krashen, stating that “the role assigned to unconscious learning was
found to be overestimated and exaggerated,” (p. 91). Larsen-Freeman (2001) also supported
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explicit grammar instruction, underscoring how postpubescent learners in particular are not
capable at efficiently acquiring grammar in an inductive manner from limited classroom
exposure alone. They caution against the other extreme though as well, highlighting that
decontextualized grammar lessons are not as effective as drawing attention to language forms
during communicative interactions. Language instruction must strike an equilibrium between
communication-based and decontextualized grammar instruction (Larsen-Freeman, 2001).
I found myself frequently supplementing Somos with explicit grammar instruction to
support the target structures being introduced in a given unit. For instance, a recent Somos unit
target structure was “está enojado” (“is mad”) to describe emotions and was used in the
communicative context of story-based relationship woes and Spain’s cultural tradition of
bullfighting. Students had previously learned how to use ser (“to be”) to describe their personal
characteristics, so I chose to use the formal introduction of describing emotions with estar, the
other Spanish verb for “to be,” to explicitly compare ser and estar. One of my strategies was a
grammatical consciousness-raising task where students worked to deduce the grammatical
pattern from language examples, as seen in Figure 8 (Larsen-Freeman, 2001). Another strategy
of mine was what Larsen-Freeman (2001) deemed “the garden path strategy,” (p. 257) where the
main rule or pattern is introduced without overwhelming students with irregulars or exceptions,
also illustrated in Figure 8 below.
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Figure 8
Grammatical Consciousness Raising by Comparing ‘Ser’ and ‘Estar’

Before the DOCTOR and PLACE mnemonics were displayed in the first image, I
animated the example sentences to appear one at a time and went through and translated them
with students. I provided the example of how the familiar expression “son las cinco” was used
for telling time and then instructed students to work together to try and determine any other
patterns for when one form of ser or estar was used over the other, even though they both
translate to “to be” in English. Students were able to identify some of the different contexts and
get the main idea of ser being for more stable, identifying characteristics whereas estar is
generally for temporary states. While I shared the specific mnemonic with students, I
emphasized the big-picture takeaway and the expression “estar has ‘T’ for temporary,” leading
them down the garden path, so to speak, in the second image. I then gave students the
opportunity to deduce different semantic uses of the verbs and how they can change the meaning
of otherwise equivalent expressions, as illustrated in Figure 9.
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Figure 9
Comparing Grammatical Difference in Semantics

Students strived to apply their understanding of the difference between ser and estar to
figure out the different translations of the three pairs of expressions before the English answers
in purple were displayed. Overall, it was an engaging and memorable activity. In fact, I had a
student on an IEP for ADHD who struggled to sustain attention in class, often doodling or
playing games. I gave them feedback on their writing a couple weeks after this grammar lesson
and circled where they had written “es enojado” (“he is mad”). Before I could asked why it
would be “está enojado,” they had an “aha” moment and said, “Oh it’s ‘está’ because it is
something that changes, like not permanent,” and then they pointed it out to their friend who had
made the same error helped them make corrections. It was a moment that demonstrated that the
explicit instruction and evidence-based grammar strategies had been effective and meaningful. If
I were to continue to use Somos, I would preview the curriculum map at the start of the year and
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plan out opportune times for explicit grammar instruction to supplement the target structures in
each unit, as I did with ser and estar in unit 5.
Assessment & Communicative Competence
Given that novice learners are expected to be able to communicate on a variety of
familiar topics, such as describing themselves and what they like to do, using memorized
phrases, a CI-based approach that highlights acquisition and the internalization of high frequency
structures appears to best meet that goal (ACTFL, 2012). Students begin to internalize what
“sounds right” in much the same way they acquired their home languages. While both methods
strive for communicative competence as the overarching goal of language learning, the Somos
assessments more accurately reflect that in the assessment rubrics (Bex, 2018). The
presentational writing performance targets, made freely available online, correspond to ACTFL’s
(2012) language proficiency levels, with first-year students expected to perform at Novice Mid
for proficient, or Novice High for advanced. The interpretive rubrics were modeled after
traditional ELA comprehension rubrics that assess comprehension abilities at all levels rather
than a performance rubric as the latter would require authentic interpretive materials to gauge
authentic performance and proficiency. However, Martina Bex (2018), the creator of Somos
opted for a broad comprehension rubric to use for learner-focused materials as well as mitigate
the test stress that would inadvertently accompany reading authentic materials, instead saving
them for formative activities. Figure 10 compares the Somos writing performance rubric with the
Chapter 2A Realidades theme project rubric, adapted from the textbook.
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Figure 10
Somos versus Realidades Performance Rubrics

RUBRIC
Amount of
information
given

Accuracy in
expressing
likes and
dislikes
Variety of
vocabulary
used

Score 1 – Below Average

Score 3 - Good

Score 5 - Excellent

Describes at least two classes
in terms of whether student
likes or dislikes the class and
whether each is difficult or
easy

Describes three of student’s
classes in terms of interest
and difficulty; also gives one
reason each for liking or
disliking each class and
describes each teacher with
at least one adjective

Many misused words and
frequent repetitions of the
same grammatical errors
(e.g. repeatedly misuses me
gusta throughout the email).
Very limited and repetitive

Frequently misused words
and frequent repetitions of
the same grammatical
errors.

Describes three of student’s
classes by giving multiple
reasons for liking or disliking
the class or teacher; uses a
variety of vocabulary and
does not repeat the same
reasons for his or her
opinions
Very few misused words or
repetitions of the same
grammatical error.

Only recently acquired
vocabulary used

Both recently acquired and
previously learned
vocabulary used
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The upper Somos rubric is much more descriptive and clearly focused on communication.
It provides strengths-based descriptions to gauge the quality of writing, such as “…[you] are
beginning to combine words and phrases,” at the Novice High level or “You can use a small
number of repetitive words and phrases for common objects and actions,” at the Novice Low
level. Criteria like “errors sometimes interfere with communication,” at the Novice High level
acknowledge that errors are to be expected and do not penalize students for that if they are still
able to communicate. Part of what determines student proficiency is the frequency of error
interference — particularly if grammar and word choice prevent communication — rather than
making the same error itself. In contrast, the Realidades rubric is focused more on accuracy than
fluency, and it penalizes students for repeating the same grammatical error. While accuracy is
certainly important, a frequent common error like “mi gusta” instead of “me gusta” that does not
realistically detract from comprehensibility should not equate to students as “Below Average” as
it would on the Realidades rubric. The Somos criteria give students a clearer description of what
proficiency at each level looks like, making it a better tool for teacher- and self-assessment.
It did take some practice and collaboration to acclimate to and calibrate my scoring on
the Somos rubrics. The interpretive rubrics were particularly challenging and more timeconsuming to use for assessing student work compared to simply scoring performance out of
percent correct. However, I greatly appreciated the clear criteria aligned with ACTFL standards
on the presentational rubric and I support the idea of proficiency-oriented instruction and
assessment. The rubrics offer some allowance for mistakes in accuracy that do not impede
communication, bringing attention back to the overarching goal of being able to communicate.
The focus on communication and fluency rather than accuracy also appears to relieve some stress
for students. It shifts attention from how many errors students make to the nature of the errors
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and whether or not students are able to understand and make themselves understood. The Somos
rubrics focus on what students are capable of rather than their deficits. I liked the Somos
presentational rubric so much that I continued to use it to assess writing during the Realidades
units I taught in December and January, blending the assessment prompt and the Somos
performance rubric to make my own writing assessment.
In terms of language ability, I was frequently impressed by student language production
once I started blending approaches and switched primarily to Somos in the second semester,
starting February 2022. This sentiment was echoed by my TOSA mentor. Figure 11 includes a
couple student work samples from their writing assessments in Somos. The first is from a Somos
unit 3 summative assessment in February, but only the second unit of instruction in Somos as I
started with unit 2. The second sample depicts a formative writing assessment from the middle of
Somos unit 5 in May, the fourth unit of Somos students had had.
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Figure 11
Student SOMOS Work Samples
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We were particularly impressed by the amount and quality of output as well as students’
ability to use more advanced grammar structures like object pronouns in expressions like “le
dice,” as seen in the last paragraph of the second work sample. While students may not have
necessarily known exactly what that part of speech was called or why it was in front of the verb,
they at least knew that it sounded right because they had been repeatedly exposed to it during
instruction and it had been explicitly translated as “to him/her says” or “says to him/her.” Thus,
even at the novice level, some students were picking up on and producing more advanced
grammar structures like object pronouns due to input and brief pop-up grammar. Students were
also consistently producing paragraphs of writing within two to three months of instruction,
much of which was consistently at the Novice Mid and Novice High levels.
With Somos, I do feel that I need to create more opportunities for student speech and
interpersonal communication in Spanish, but I tend to prefer the Somos approach of not
pressuring novice students with summative speaking assessments. The curriculum also creates
occasional opportunities for formative assessment, such as through simultaneous presentations
where the teacher can circle the room while students present in small groups. Such methods also
create a more welcoming environment for students to speak and give them greater repetitions of
their presentation compared to speaking individually in front of the whole class.
Instructional Materials & Integration of Language and Culture
Both curricula were well-structured with various materials to pull from, as described in
the earlier section on the Natural and Communicative Approaches. Working through a textbook
offers structure and clear activities each lesson. Moreover, it can be more student-directed on the
whole, by allowing students to work from the text, which provides vocabulary lists, model
dialogues, grammar explanations, and exercise directions and models. However, the Realidades
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materials were often trite and outdated and student engagement and enthusiasm for the text was
lacking at times. In contrast, Somos was inherently more teacher-directed, especially at the
novice level, as it is CI-based instruction where the teacher is the primary source of highproficiency language input for learners. The central role of the teacher can be draining at times
and needs to be implemented well with proper pacing, breaks, and variety to sustain engagement
on a 90-minute block schedule with back-to-back lessons. Facilitating discussion with the target
structures and storyasking in the same lesson for two periods in a row, for instance, can be
challenging, particularly if my energy levels are low to begin with.
One perk of Somos though is that all the materials are digital, with a document of student
printables for each unit, and they are frequently adapted and updated. A key factor that
influenced my preference for the Somos materials was the Somos Collab Drive. Teachers who
purchase a curriculum license have additional access to a shared Drive in the G Suite, where
vetted materials made by other educators have been uploaded and organized by unit. I have
found various additional teacher-created materials to augment the original curriculum. A shared
Drive for collaboration in general would greatly benefit any teacher or department. Given that so
many teachers in the language department teach the same curriculum and subjects, and that we
lack a designated PLC time, a shared Drive would be a simple and efficient way to increase the
flow of resources and ideas. I hope to establish one and at the very least promote it in my time in
my current placement.
After teaching the first unit of Somos in the fall, I found I preferred the instructional
materials and their design and aesthetics. So much so that in the subsequent chapters of
Realidades on expressing preferences and describing personal characteristics, I modified them to
resemble the materials from Somos for cohesion and technological integration. As seen in Figure
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12, I copied the model dialogues from the textbook into a Somos slide template, which then let
me insert pictures of my choice to visualize the dialogue and highlight and translate the new
vocabulary following the Somos format. This also allowed me to save time during instruction by
skipping the textbook and integrating the content of the text with PearDeck, projecting the slides
to students’ devices for interactive exercises and formative assessment. I could also use Slide
features to animate the content and draw student attention to particular points as they appeared
on the screen, something that would not be possible with a physical text. Digitizing portions of
the textbook also enabled me to include additional materials, such as videos, and color-coded
text as enhanced input to highlight a grammatical structure. The only downside to modifying the
text and the vocabulary was having to create materials from scratch, including assessments as the
provided ones in Realidades targeted different, dated vocabulary that I chose to modify to better
match student interests. However, in future years, the materials will now be readily available for
those chapters should I be teaching with Realidades again. Figure 12 illustrates how I was able to
adapt textbook content to an interactive digital format, with additional relevant materials, photos,
and enhancement added in, such as the Pear Deck question, Kermit meme, and Gustar “Likert”
Scale.
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Figure 12
Somos-Inspired Digital Adaptation of Realidades Textbook

In addition to the up-to-date, digital nature of Somos materials, another strength of the
curriculum in comparison to Realidades was the integration of language and culture. The
inclusion of culture was lackluster in Realidades, often amounting to little more than textbook
blurbs on the side of a page or a two-page country overview in English at the end of each
chapter. The English cultural excerpts, while perhaps allowing greater detail and explanation,
were missed opportunities to use Spanish for authentic, content-based learning. In contrast, each
unit of Somos had a cultural focus that was discussed in depth using the target structures in
Spanish. Each unit had a general cultural theme or focus, such as the Panama Canal in unit 3 and
bullfighting in unit 5, and the high-frequency target structures that would enable students to learn
about Spanish-speaking culture in Spanish, a feature that Realidades lacked. I could also
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frontload background knowledge in English if I decided it was appropriate, as I did to describe
the intricacies of bullfighting before introducing it in Spanish.
Instructional materials included comprehensible readings and videos on these cultural
practices and products, in addition to frequent games or activities that allow students to practice
cultural traditions themselves in the classroom. Unit 7 of Somos, for instance, focuses on the
castells or human tower building competition in Spain and students have their own towerbuilding competition at the end of the unit. A theme from student feedback on a recent survey
indicated their preference for the cultural activities, with one student in particular stating:
Some lessons that I have enjoyed are learning about cultural aspects of Spanish (like day
of the dead, bull fighting, major cities, etc.). These times make it easier to want to learn
the language via getting us introduced and normalizing a culture the general [city]
population might not know about.
Moreover, while initial units were more focused on Spain, I know later units discuss more
diverse Spanish-speaking cultures and customs such as las madres de la Plaza de Mayo, which
goes beyond superficial culture to look at present day issues and history of “the Dirty War” in
Argentina for example, something I personally did not learn about until college. It allows the
opportunity for more critical conversation and interdisciplinary connections as students learn
about the dictatorships that took place in Latin America. Even at the novice level, students were
able to discuss the different perspectives on bullfighting and express their opinion on whether it
was more of an art or abuse. I appreciated that Somos introduced these cultural concepts from the
start with novice Spanish learners and gave them the language to communicate about them.
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Student Engagement & Ease of Implementation
I first pivoted to Somos in late October 2021 and immediately enjoyed the authentic and
updated materials, the amount of comprehensible input, and the cultural focus on the running of
the bulls in the first unit. Observation of student engagement, language comprehension and
production, and student comments corroborated enjoyment of Somos. For instance, students
would frequently sing the unit song “Corre Corre Corazon,” to themselves and repeat the
Spanish cheers they had used for a running dictation activity. Again, students specifically
mentioned the cultural aspects as some of their favorite parts of the class.
However, not all feedback was positive. One student, also a heritage speaker, hesitantly
approached me at my desk in early November to tell me, “I don’t know how to say this, but I feel
like we’re not learning anything.” At this point, we were a couple of lessons into the first unit of
Somos, following a communicative method in the previous Realidades unit. Another student,
with some prior experience of learning Spanish as a foreign language, asked “When are we going
to cover verb conjugation?” These student comments perhaps reflected learner expectations for a
world language class, as well as the fact that there was an abrupt shift in methods between the
two units. Students were accustomed to and likely expected explicit grammar instruction and
may have been surprised by the transition to a more inductive, CI-based approach. The
comments also indicated to me that students may want explicit instruction and that I needed to
clarify the learning targets and purpose of the activities, particularly when teaching a more
communication-based curriculum like Somos. In a journal entry reflecting on the transition to
Somos, I stated:
Somos feels more fun, authentic, and contextualized whereas Realidades can feel
somewhat dry and drill-based, with less authenticity and meaningful communication.
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Somos does feel somewhat childish at times for high school learners which requires
adjustments of activities to respond to the needs of my students. They also often seem to
be accustomed to and desire explicit grammar and vocabulary instruction. So in short,
students seem to appreciate the explicit grammar instruction from Realidades while also
enjoying the comprehensible input and engaging, story-based methods of Somos.
In future units, I aimed to incorporate more explicit grammar instruction, like the comparison of
ser and estar and verb conjugation. I additionally attempted to highlight both unit and lesson
objectives and explain how the planned activities would prepare students to meet those
objectives, which also tied back into one of my identified teaching goals from my supervisors, as
discussed in analysis of the first research question on differentiation.
As for ease of implementation, Realidades was the more straightforward and traditional
curriculum that I was already accustomed to as a student. The activities would be simple to teach
even with no prior experience because the textbook and provided materials are self-explanatory
to some extent. The teacher mediates learning by guiding students through the materials, offering
deeper explanations, helping students make personal connections, reviewing exercises,
answering questions, etc. Meanwhile, the Somos cycle of instruction is consistent each unit, but
much more teacher-directed and teacher-dependent for input, which requires an understanding of
CI methods to successfully facilitate learning and engagement. These methods and the Natural
Approach were new to me and took some practice to get acclimated to. Before the end of the
year, I would like to take advantage of my part-time schedule to observe my experienced
colleagues. Even then, I would greatly benefit from a professional development conference or
workshop on how to teach using Somos to master the methods. Storyasking in particular can be
daunting and requires practice to be able to do it effectively and sustain engagement. Below are
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two journal excerpts from my second and third attempts at storyasking from early February and
April, respectively:
I was nervous going into this because I was not quite confident in my ability to manage
the script, circle with comprehension questions, and keep students’ attention. My
previous attempt had gone over fairly well, but one class had sort of made light of it and
some students did not appear to care, so I was concerned that would happen again.
It helped to clarify expectations and that the audience still had an active and vital role in
the success of the activity, and to silently point to the expectations and wait when students
were not following them (thanks [colleague] for the idea to post visual expectations and
reinforce them with a pause and point as needed). Storyasking today was engaging,
students enjoyed acting it out and describing the character and deciding their
intelligence, or lack thereof. There was student choice in the direction of the story, e.g the
ending (arrest teacher or student?)
I remember the February storyasking as being one of my favorite lessons of the year. It was
highly engaging, and students continued to repeat the target structure “Cierra la puerta!” (“Shut
the door!”) in future classes. What made this lesson successful was my preparation and how
scripted it was. I had added in the processing questions I wanted to ask into the script and
rehearsed the story in my head and in the classroom, considering how I would direct the student
actors. I also reviewed and clarified the posted expectations beforehand with the class,
explaining the purpose of providing input while emphasizing that their engagement was crucial
for the success of the activity. Finally, I had scripted out the twist in the ending and offered
students two choices to vote on, either arresting the teacher who had called the police or the
rebellious student who never closed the door. I also adapted during the lesson and included a
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short break where students summarized the plot in English with a neighbor. This gave students a
listening break and ensured everyone comprehended up to that point in the story. The third
storyasking attempt was not as successful:
Low energy, rainy day, many students tired. Storyasking was more lackluster today. I had
not practiced as much or scripted it and it got a little more off track and was perhaps too
open-ended at times. Some students were really engaged and going on tangents and
others were disengaged and didn't participate as much. For [other high school], I'm
thinking of doing it Mad Lib style in small groups and then once they have read through
and made the story to make a class story based on their options and I might use popsicle
sticks to call on groups rather than having it more open-ended. I had a 2-minute brain
break at the halfway point but, in the future, I would make it a physical activity break to
get students moving and more alert before settling into the second half of the story.
In contrast with storyasking in February, I was less prepared for the story in April. I had not
scripted out as many of the processing questions I wanted to ask, rehearsed the script in depth,
nor planned out the possible endings to lead to a natural conclusion to the story. My own energy
and that of the class was low as well that day. Only a few students were really engaged, and I
needed to incorporate a movement break or even table the story to come back to in a future class
when both myself and the students were more prepared for it. I decided to modify the lesson to
be more student-directed when I taught it again at the other high school the following day. I
made the script into a Mad Libs for students to collaboratively make their own story. Afterwards,
groups shared suggestions with the whole class to make a single class version and provide
opportunities for teacher input and processing questions.
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As described in the entries, storyasking was successful when I had prepared and
rehearsed for it. It needs to be a highly structured activity. Discomfort with the process and
avoidance is not uncommon for teachers unfamiliar with it. Other Somos teachers in professional
forums have stated that the process does become easier over time as teachers gain experience and
some can even storyask without a script. Thus, storyasking, and Somos in general, requires more
teacher preparation and professional development to implement effectively, but it is a promising
method and there are opportunities for growth and more effective instruction.
Preferred Language Teaching Method
Over the course of the year, I have gradually shifted from teaching Spanish with
Realidades to Somos. After completing a unit from both curricula in the fall, I switched back to
teaching with Realidades. I had liked Somos, but was still somewhat uncomfortable with the
methods. I had also originally planned to alternate between the curricula as I was teaching
Spanish 1 at two different high schools, each of which used a different approach. I wanted to
balance between the two for alignment with future Spanish courses that students would take
without planning separate lessons altogether. However, going forward I began to blend the two
approaches in a method deemed “Comprehensible Realidades” that I felt combined the strengths
of both methods, namely the explicit focus on form from Realidades and the emphasis on
meaning and culture in Somos.
Now, as this school year begins to wind down, I have shifted entirely to Somos since
April. By the end of the year, I will have taught five units from Somos and four from Realidades.
At this point, from my learning in my content pedagogy courses and my experience with both
methods, I have refined my language philosophy and identified it as proficiency-oriented
instruction, the most recently developed method endorsed by ACTFL (Horwitz, 2020). This
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method is like the Natural Approach in that it values comprehensible input, but it also favors
communicative competence based on cognitive learning theories, the output hypothesis (Swain,
1995), and more explicit grammar instruction in the form of grammatical consciousness raising
(Larsen-Freeman, 2001). Proficiency-oriented instruction incorporates the strengths of the
Natural Approach while addressing its weaknesses by balancing language instruction between
meaning and form. The Somos curriculum emphasizes proficiency, is aligned with ACTFL on its
performance rubrics, and could be readily modified to better balance implicit language
acquisition with explicit learning and analysis, making it my preferred Spanish curriculum.
Conclusion
Overall, the results suggest that I use technology and a variety of universal
accommodations to differentiate for diverse student needs. I have improved over the course of
the year, but need to focus on more individual, personalized supports for my specific students
and differentiating up for higher ability levels. Data-driven instruction and diversity of
assessments are additional areas of growth. My teaching reflects a flexible, gradual release of
responsibility both across a learning segment and within individual lessons. I frequently activate
prior knowledge, model activities, and provide various scaffolds such collaborative work and..
However, I can improve the gradual release model in my teaching by incorporating more guided
and collaborative activities in the supported practice phase of the model, as well as by balancing
the amount of individual listening in the first lessons of the segment with other forms of input.
Finally, while I was initially unfamiliar and somewhat uncomfortable with teaching
Somos, I have found that I prefer it as my language teaching method because of its evidencebased methods, the relevant and cultural instructional materials, its alignment with ACTFL
proficiency guidelines, and perceived student engagement and proficiency. It is not without its
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drawbacks, chiefly the fact that grammar is too inductive and implicit. However, it is simple to
modify the curriculum and incorporate explicit grammar instruction into each of the units with
the corresponding target structures. Furthermore, my ability to teach using the CI-based methods
of the Natural Approach will improve with experience and professional development.
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CHAPTER 5
REFLECTION
Overview
The purpose of this action research project was to analyze and reflect on my own
teaching in order to identify strengths and areas for growth. I chose three research questions
based on the InTASC standards for effective teaching within the domains of the learner and
learning, content, instructional practice, and professional responsibility (CCSSO, 2013). These
questions were: How do I differentiate in my lesson plans and instructional activities to respond
to diverse student needs? How does my teaching reflect a gradual release of responsibility? What
is my preferred language teaching method? My first research question aligned with InTASC
Standard #2, learner differences, by focusing on differentiation and inclusion through UDL while
the second question addressed Standard #7, planning for instruction, through a planned gradual
release model. Finally, my third question on preferred language methods stemmed from Standard
#4, content knowledge. I conducted thematic analysis of formal lesson plans, observer feedback
and rubrics, a reflective journal, and miscellaneous data that arose during collection, such as
student feedback. Results and discussion indicated growth over the course of the year in those
areas as well as new areas to focus future action research. This chapter will look at the
implications of the results and discussion as well as limitations of the study.
Implications
The results indicate that, in terms of differentiation and gradual release, my teaching
meets expectations, but there are areas for growth. These areas are in data collection, assessment,
and differentiating up, as well as including more guided and supported practice in my lessons. I
believe though, when teaching full-time without the addition of a teacher preparation program, I
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can dedicate more time to analysis of assessment results, identifying trends, and incorporating
that into instruction for data-guided instruction. I would also like to diversify my assessments,
differentiating via product for students to demonstrate their knowledge and skills. For instance,
project-based learning and portfolios are assessment options I want to consider, in addition to
assessing participation and even whether to continue traditional letter grading at all. For
supported practice, I would like to explore strategies for collaboration, advance organizers, and
self-regulation, such as goal-setting and note-taking strategies.
As for my third research question, I determined Somos as my preferred Spanish
curriculum and proficiency-oriented instruction more broadly as my preferred language teaching
method. Additional implications of the results are a need for professional development on CIbased methods of language teaching, such as attending a conference and observing experienced
colleagues. Moreover, my experience and understanding of world language pedagogy is still
evolving and one year, let alone the first year of teaching, is not sufficient to come to a definitive
conclusion on my preferred language method. I also know I could stand to improve on
implementing Somos and my teaching in general, which will come with experience and reflective
practice. Part of identifying an evidence-based language method is staying informed on research
in second language acquisition and pedagogy. It is my professional responsibility to “engage in
meaningful and intensive professional learning and self-renewal by regularly examining practice
through ongoing study, self-reflection, and collaboration,” (CCSSO, 2013, p. 9). After exiting
the teacher preparation program, I can engage in professional learning by joining professional
language organizations such as ACTFL and the Confederation in Oregon for Language Teaching
(COFLT) and increasing structured collaboration with colleagues to advance the profession.
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Limitations
One limitation was the study design and the narrow scope of the data I collected. All the
data I collected was personal in nature and focused strictly on my own teaching. Given time
constraints and the nature of the research process, it was not feasible to collect student data for
this project. However, student data in addition to other sources, such as observing other teachers
and my own teaching on video, could provide both a window into other instructional styles and
methods and a mirror to my own teaching. My preference for one curriculum over the other was
informed primarily by my first-year experience with them. While that would still be the primary
source for determining my personal preference, I would like to investigate what students tend to
prefer in the language classroom as the primary stakeholders in the education system. I would
like to observe and interview other experienced language teachers to hear their expert opinion
and see what truly effective teaching with both methods looks like as a model and comparison
for my own. I could also observe their strategies for differentiation, assessment, and data
collection to guide instruction, my future goal areas.
Observing my own teaching on video at a later point would also be illuminating and
allow me to imagine myself as a student in my class. Reflective journals can capture much of the
retroactive analysis of how a lesson went and what I would do differently, but video observations
would put more distance between myself as the viewer and provide a different perspective. How
I perceive my teaching in my mind versus what it looks like to others may not be the same. I had
a brief moment where I could see that while previewing my instructional videos for the edTPA
portfolio. However, time constraints and the scope of this project limited my ability to observe
both myself and others. Additional data sources could provide a more comprehensive, holistic
picture of my teaching to answer my research questions.
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Another limitation was that the formal lesson plans I wrote in the fall and winter were
both from units based on Realidades. Ideally, I would have had formal lesson plans from both
curricula as part of the data set. A more optimal comparison of the methods would have been
comparing formal lesson plans from a Somos unit with one from Realidades. It would have been
interesting when doing thematic analysis of the plans to compare the strategies and planned
supports of each. In fact, given different circumstances this year, I was in an ideal position to
teach each of the curricula to two Spanish 1 classes at two different high schools and analyze the
results, similar to an experimental method. Students at both schools would have had me as the
same instructor implementing different language methods to two different groups of participants
with similar characteristics. While not a genuine randomized control trial, such a study design
would make for a more direct comparison on the effectiveness of each curriculum on student
proficiency as the same instructor would be manipulating the variable of instructional methods.
Unfortunately, the amount of time, or lack thereof, did not allow me to do that.
Both a strength and limitation to some extent for my teaching was the classroom context.
I taught on a provisional license in place of student teaching. While that offered its own unique
benefits, such as being able to work at two different schools with the option of different curricula
and the flexibility of sole decision-making, it also meant that I missed opportunities to learn the
other intricacies of teaching alongside a more knowledgeable teacher. For instance, I would have
had more opportunities to observe experienced teachers and how they differentiated and planned
a gradual release of responsibility while studying under them. However, I was certainly not alone
in this endeavor. I had supportive colleagues and weekly mentor meetings that were a lifeline for
me to have the guidance and collaboration of experienced colleagues. The level of support
though was reduced in comparison with what it could have been with formal PLC or having a
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mentor teacher and gradually assuming more responsibility of the classroom while student
teaching. That is not to say that teaching, in place of student teaching, this year was a negative
experience. On the contrary, it created different opportunities, pushed me to learn quickly, and
promoted self-efficacy, but came with a tradeoff of a sudden release of responsibility and more
learning through trial and error, rather than the scaffolded sociocultural learning championed by
Vygotsky (1978). After this year, I feel far more prepared to teach for a second year, with clear
goals, ideas, and procedures for planning and instruction compared to the overwhelming lack of
direction I initially felt in August 2021.
Conclusion
This action research project has helped me achieve my professional goals through the
growth process described by the InTASC standards as knowing, doing, using data, reflecting,
seeking feedback, and adjusting in a continuous cycle (CCSSO, 2013). My action research
project reflected this process. As a first step, I defined my teaching philosophy. I then reviewed
the literature on differentiation, diversity, and inclusion; the high-leverage practices of a gradual
release model, activating prior knowledge, and collaborative work; and second language
acquisition and learning theories to establish a theoretical foundation for world language
pedagogy. Based on the evidence and my teaching philosophy, I developed three research
questions regarding the effective strategies of differentiation, a gradual release of responsibility,
and world language methods in order to analyze my teaching. I implemented these strategies in
my own high school Spanish classroom and gathered evidence over the course of the year,
seeking mentor, supervisor, and colleague feedback when possible. I then performed a thematic
analysis, reflected on the results, and identified next steps for growth.
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I have made some adjustments already, such as striving to adapt the pacing and materials
to accommodate higher-ability students, an instructional need I identified as a result of this
project. I also began shifting towards the use of one Spanish curriculum over the other as the
year progressed and a clearer preference and evidence base emerged in favor of Somos.
However, there are various exciting new areas to focus my efforts, adjust instruction, and begin
the growth cycle anew. Teachers are lifelong reflective practitioners. This action research is but
the first cycle of many to come as I continue to grow and reflect on professional learning
experiences in order to best meet the needs of my students and guide them in learning Spanish.
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